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ALL INDIA BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITED OFFICERS’ ASSOCIATION. 
Central Head Quarters, New Delhi. 

 
Report of the General Secretary placed in the Central Working Committee Meeting of AIBSNLOA held on 

26thth September and 27th September 2013 at Jaipur. 
 
Respected President and dear Comrades, 
 
This is the first CWC meeting of All India Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited Officers’ Association after its second 
All India conference which was held in a very grand manner in Kolkata, West Bengal on April 10th and April 
11th 2015.  This report is a sincere effort in recording in detail all the important developments affecting BSNL 
and its Executives witnessed during the intervening period and the views, role and activities of AIBSNLOA 
related to these developments.  This CWC meeting has quite a handful of vital issues to be discussed in detail 
and decision taken, such as Replacement of E1A and E2A pay scales with E2 and E3 scales, CPSU Cadre 
Hierarchy, Superannuation benefits to BSNL recruited employees, Membership Verification, 3rd PRC, 
Turnaround by BSNL etc. 
 
2.0 AIBSNLOA - AN UNIQUE ORGANISATION: 
2.1   AIBSNLOA has been successful in taking up sincerely and resolving some important issues which the 
other associations have never even thought of, not only during the period after the last All India Conference 
to till date but also during the entire period ever since it came into existence.  AIBSNLOA has also been able 
to resolve hundreds of individual cases of transfers and postings, promotion and postings and other service 
related issues.  AIBSNLOA’s unique style of highlighting various issues with all supportive rules, regulations 
and law on the matter and pursuing them relentlessly has helped it securing settlement of the issues.  On 
major issues, however, AIBSNLOA could only play the role of initiator, promptly pointing out existence of 
such an issue, examining the issue at depth and proposing solutions.  But all these issues have remained 
unsettled for years together due to wrong and casual approach without in-depth knowledge about them and 
big brother attitude of some associations which have been enjoying the facilities and patronage of BSNL 
Management all these years, which have failed to realize till now that nothing can be achieved leaving out 
others.   
 
2.2      Inspite of our successful settlement of various issues and all around appreciation for our efforts, this 
success has not reflected in formation of more branches and increased membership to the extent it should 
have been.  A large number of Executives are contacting us through phone and email for various issues but 
could not become members due to non-existence of a branch in their place of work.  Now that Membership 
Verification has been notified afresh, we should treat this as an opportunity to connect to the BSNL 
executives in one or other way, up to the base level, explain to them what we have done and what others 
have failed to do; our virtues and strengths, the vice and ineffectiveness of others and our genuine efforts to 
correct discrimination, irregularities, favoritism, exploitation of the voiceless executives and arbitrary 
decisions at all levels of administration.   By this way, we should use our time and energy in forming more 
branches and bringing in more membership. 
 
3.0   INTRODUCTION OF E2 AND E3 SCALES FOR JTOS, SDES AND EQUIVALENT CADRES:  
3.1After our AIC at Kolkata, on 12.5.2015, another Joint committee with the Management side and General 
Secretaries of SNEA, AIBSNLEA and AIGETOA was formed to examine the introduction of E2 and E3 scales for 
JTOs and SDEs and their equivalents.  Shri Md.Ashraf Khan, the then ED NB was the Chairman of the 
Committee.  AIBSNLOA submitted a detailed Memorandum to the Chairman of the Committee reiterating 
our stand for grant of following IDA pay scales to the Executives from JTOs level to Dy GMs : (a) JTOs level : 
E-2 scale, (b) SDEs level : E-3 scale, (c) Sr SDEs/Sr AOs : E-4 scale, (d) DEs level : E-5 scale and (e) DGMs level : 
E-6 scale.' 
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i) After absorption in BSNL, when IDA pay scales were granted to absorbed BSNL employees w.e.f. 
1.10.2000, JTOs & equivalents and SDEs & equivalents were not granted E2 and E3 pay scales 
respectively as was the case in other PSUs where pay revision had already taken place w.e.f. 1.1.1997.  
Instead JTOs were granted IDA scale of 9850-250-14600 and called E1-A.  SDEs were granted IDA 
scale of 11875-300-17275 and called E2-A.   

ii) At the time of pay revision w.e.f. 1.1.2007, BSNL orders dated 5.3.2009 did not mention any pay scale 
for the pre-revised scales of Rs 9850-250-14600 (E1 A) and Rs 11875-300-17275 (E2A)  for JTOs and 
SDEs and equivalent cadres respectively, but left a foot note that revised IDA scales for E1 A and E2 
A will be notified later.  Thus JTOs, SDEs and their equivalents were granted pay scales lower than 
what they were drawing prior to pay revision. 

iii) On 16.3.2009, AIBSNLOA wrote to the then CMD BSNL proposing (a) JTOs level : E-2 scale, (b) SDEs 
level : E-3 scale, (c) Sr SDEs/Sr AOs : E-4 scale, (d) DEs level : E-5 scale and (e) DGMs level : E-6 scale. 
We had specifically stated that by granting these scales there will not be any additional financial 
implication since financial benefit will be available only for new entrants at JTO level after 1.1.2007. 

iv) Department of Public Enterprises, in its O M No. 2(70)/08-DPE(WC)-GLVII/09 dated 02.04.2009 (vide 
Para 2.vi), clearly instructed against introduction of any intermediary scales and further asserted that 
“If there has been any aberrations, they need to be corrected.” But BSNL continued to maintain that 
it has requested DPE to approve pay scales equivalent to E1 A and E2 A. 

v) On 23.7.2010, DPE in reply to a questions under RTI Act, stated that “DPE has not received any 
proposal for introduction of intermediary scales equivalent of E1A and E2A from BSNL/Department 
of Telecommunications”.  It further said that “DPE had earlier received the proposal for introduction 
of intermediary scales particularly in respect of Oil Sector CPSEs. The proposal was not agreed to.” 

vi) DoT issued a letter vide No.61-02/2010-SU dated 24th January 2011 on BSNL’s proposal for revision 
of IDA pay scales of E1A, E2A and E9A in respect of BSNL Executives. DoT in its letter observed that,  
“Case of E1A and E2A scales is not justified.” 

vii) BSNL, again represented to DPE in the year 2014, requesting to allow BSNL introduce E1 A, E2 A 
equivalent scales.  As expected, DPE has reportedly turned down the request of BSNL. 

viii) Therefore, as things stand today JTOs, SDEs and their equivalents are drawing pay in scales lesser 
than the equivalent pre-revised scales. 

ix) At the time of granting IDA pay scales on absorption, BSNL Executives were given pay scales starting 
with E1 for JTOs, E2 for SDEs and so on.  But the MTNL Executives had been given pay scales starting 
with E2 for JTOs, E3 for SDEs and so on.  Lower scales for BSNL Executives were justified on the plea 
that BSNL employees were eligible for Government Pension under amended Rule 37A of CCS 
(Pension) Rules, 1972, while the MTNL Executives were eligible for pension under rule 37 of CCS 
(Pension) Rules, 1972. 

x) But now MTNL employees and executives have been made eligible for pension under Rule 37A similar 
to BSNL employees by a Cabinet decision on 26.12.2013. During formation of BSNL, Group B officers 
of DoT had the choice for opting for MTNL also.  But we opted for BSNL only because of Government 
Pension, although lower scales when compared to MTNL were offered for BSNL Executives.  
Therefore, there is no justification now for continuing with lower pay scales for BSNL Executives 
compared to their MTNL counterparts.   

xi) The Government/DoT seeks to bring parity between MTNL and BSNL executives, by granting reduced 
pay scales to MTNL executives in the next pay revision.  But this will not ensure parity since BSNL 
executives have been drawing pay in lower scales for the past 15 years.  Also, reducing the pay scales 
for MTNL executives will not be acceptable to them and they will naturally resist any such effort. 

xii) Even if it is taken that their pay scales are reduced during the next pay revision, the MTNL executives 
will be drawing higher pay than their counterparts in BSNL, as the pay drawn by them personally 
cannot be reduced and will get protected. 
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xiii) There is a very huge number of retirement on superannuation in BSNL and recruitment for the large 
number of JTO vacancy has to be done without further delay.  E1 scale for JTOs will have a dampening 
effect on fresh recruitment, when there is an urgent necessity for young blood. When the revised 
pay scales were implemented for BSNL Executives on the basis of Government decisions on Second 
PRC, E6 scale was not offered to any cadre/grade in BSNL.  AIBSNLOA had therefore suggested 
“review of the issue dispassionately and grant of following IDA pay scales to the Executives from 
JTOs level to Dy GMs :  (a) JTOs level : E-2 scale, (b) SDEs level : E-3 scale, (c) Sr SDEs/Sr AOs : E-4 
scale, (d) DEs level : E-5 scale and (e) DGMs level : E-6 scale.  With the new fitment formula for pay 
fixation in the new pay scales as ordered by DPE, there will be no financial implication for the 
existing Executives if the proposal is accepted, since none of them will get any additional financial 
benefit. Even on their promotion to next level, there will no additional financial implication other 
than that would have been available against existing scales. The financial benefit will, however, 
be available only for the new entrants at JTO level after 1.1.2007. But this minimum expenditure 
on the part of BSNL for the highly qualified new entrants will give it back a big gain. BSNL need to 
retain the services of these Executives and ensure that they are not forced to migrate to other 
Organization in search of higher emoluments.” 

xiv) Had E6 scale been given to JAG grade, SG JAG grade would have got E7 scale. Today, a discrepancy 
exists wherein Group B absorbees are fitted in E6 scale for SG JAG, while those absorbed as Group A 
have been given E7 scale for SG JAG. 

xv) Third Pay Revision Committee is likely to be constituted in the short future and therefore there is an 
urgent necessity to settle the issue of grant of E2 scale to JTOs & equivalent and E3 scales to SDEs &, 
equivalent. 

xvi) After granting E3 scales to SDEs & equivalent, Sr.SDE scale cannot remain the same E3 scale and will 
have to be E4. Consequently, DE scale will have to be E5, JAG scale to be E6 and SG JAG scale to be 
E7. 

xvii) As explained in Para 13, financial implication will be only in respect of new entrants after 1.1.2007.  
Therefore we reiterate our studied stand that the issue can be resolved only by granting E2 scale 
for JTOs & equivalent, E3 scale for SDEs & equivalent, E4 for Sr.SDEs& equivalent, E5 for DEs& 
equivalent, E6 scale for JAG grade and E7 for SG JAG grades, with effect from the date of pay 
revision viz. 1.1.2007. 

 
3.2     On 14.7.2015, AIBSNLOA office bearers met ED (NB) & the Chairman of the committee ED (NB) said 
that the recommendations of the committee in respect of E2, E3 scales are yet to be put in shape and later 
would have to be considered by the Management Committee, the BSNL Board and then the DoT before final 
implementation. He was requested to ensure that further anomaly is not created with both the Sr.SDE and 
SDE scales fitted into the same E3 scale. We argued that anomaly can be avoided only if Sr.SDE scale is 
upgraded to E4, DE scale to E5, JAG scale to E6 and SG JAG to E7 scale as has been explained in our letter. ED 
(NB) said that he was given only the job of recommending equivalent scales for E1A and E2A and he cannot 
exceed his brief. We also requested him that as E2 and E3 scales will be effective from 1.1.2007, arrears from 
that date should not be denied, since it was the BSNL Management which has delayed the issue for 8 long 
years without any justification. 
 
3.3   On 29.7.2015, the Joint committee submitted its recommendations: 
i. The standard pay scales for JTO and equivalent grades in replacement of the pre-revised E 1A pays scales 
may be fixed at E2 level in revised scale. Similarly, those of SDE and equivalent grades may be replaced from 
pre-revised E2A pay scale to E3 in the revised scale. 
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ii. Necessary changes in the EPP may be made, if required, and also the approvalof DoT for issues of related 
pension outgo, gratuity etc., may be sought by concerned wings of BSNL. 
 
3.4    The Management side members, the GM (ESTT) and GM (EF) differed with the recommendations and 
recorded their opinion thus: 
After examining all aspects, it is a considered opinion from our side that upgradation of pay scales E-1A to E-
2 and E-2A to E-3 cannot be done in isolation without considering: 
(i) The likelihood of demand for upgrading of scales E-3 and above which has very heavy financial implication 
and 
(ii) Reviewing the associated policies such as EPP, MSRR and MTRR 
2. Accordingly, E-1A & E-2A pay scale upgradation can only be considered if there is written agreement of 
the Associations on the following: 
i) upgradation of scales for cadres in E-3 and above will not be considered. Accordingly, both SDE and Sr. SDE 
will be in the same scale i.e. E-3 
ii) Emoluments in the revised pay scales will be payable w.e.f. the date of final approval by DoT i.e arrears 
will not be paid. 
ii) Necessary changes in EPP including increase in residency for promotion from E-2 to E-3 scales etc. will be 
reviewed to avoid anomalies which may arise consequent upon E1A/E2A upgradation such as juniors getting 
promotion much faster than seniors, reaching E-6 level under EPP earlier than envisaged in the current policy 
and also stagnating in the pay scales for much longer etc' 
 
3.5   Till February 2016, the three associations together pursued implementation of their own 
recommendations through Khan Committee.  But differences cropped up among them. One association 
wanted settlement of E2 and E3 scales alone immediately by keeping both SDE and Sr.SDE in E3 scale and 
amending Executive Promotion Policy to this effect.  The other two associations which were also part of the 
committee started pressing for implementation of Khan Committee report in its spirit and totality by 
replacing E1A with E2 and E2A with E3 without the need to touch EPP.  There was a war of words among 
them.  Both sides gave call for agitations separately to press their own stands. None of them demanded 
replacement of E1 to E6 scales with E2 to E7 scales. 
 
3.6 Rejecting the demand by these associations,  BSNL Management, with all the inputs available, 
including the fact that the Khan Committee recommendations were non-implementable and will create 
numerous anomalies and the fact that there will be no financial implication, as repeatedly pointed out by us,  
in replacing E1 to E6 scales with E2 to E7 scales, other than for new entrants after 1.1.2007, except for 
increase in Pension contribution to the Government, took the prudent decision to recommend replacement 
of all scales from E1 to E6 with E2 to E7, which has been the demand of AIBSNLOA alone from the beginning.  
BSNL sent the proposal for approval by DoT. 
 
3.7 On 9.8.2016, DoT rejected BSNL proposal stating that “considering the present financial position of 
the company and the huge financial burden on the Government Exchequer in the shape of revised pensionary 
benefits and recurring burden on pension if implemented, the proposal cannot be acceded to.” 
 
3.8 We reacted immediately and wrote to the Minister of Communications, pointing out that, “The 
observations are outrageous and contemptuous in the background of the declaration by Hon’ble Prime 
Minister of India during his Independence Day speech from the Red Fort that “We have succeeded in bringing 
BSNL to operational profit for the first time.” 
 
3.9 Moreover, DoT's concern about 'huge financial burden on Government Exchequer is far from any 
truth as there will be no additional financial implication either for BSNL or for the Government in upgrading 
the E3 to E6 scales as all would have crossed the minimum of the next higher scales and there will be no 
impact on pension too.  The financial implication in replacing the E1A and E2A pay scales with E2 and E3 pay 
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scales for JTOs & their equivalent cadres and SDEs & their equivalent cadres respectively is minimal and major 
portion of the additional cost estimated by BSNL will be Pension Contribution to be paid to the Government 
only.  But this small gesture will benefit BSNL by providing an atmosphere to retain the services of young new 
entrants and ensure that they are not forced to migrate to other organisations in search of higher 
emoluments.  In fact, because of the delay by BSNL in taking a decision on the issue, during the past seven 
years, many JTOs have already left BSNL opting for even other PSUs having one level higher pay scales. 
 
3.10 We do not understand the 'concern' of DoT about the huge financial burden on Government 
Exchequer, since it did not have such concern when it proposed and got approved Government Pension as 
per Rule 37 A of CCS (Pension) Rules for MTNL employees in higher pay scales right from 1.10.2000 involving 
very huge and recurrent expenditure for the Government. The Cabinet approval itself mentioned that the 
decision entailed an estimated recurring expenditure of Rs.500 crore per annum besides adjustments in 
respect of Government pension liability previously discharged by MTNL. 
 
3.11 The most appalling observation in the said DoT letter is its suggestion to BSNL that, “as DPE has 
already constituted 3rd PRC and its recommendations are to be implemented w.e.f 1.1.2017, any aberrations 
in 2nd PRC may be referred to DPE.”    Having refused to remove the aberrations as per the instructions of the 
DPE for the past nine years and after remaining a stumbling block for every proposal by BSNL in implementing 
2nd PRC recommendations, DoT now asking BSNL to refer the issue to 3rd PRC is the height of all humiliations 
by DoT. 
 
3.12 We therefore requested the intervention of MoC and direction to DoT to review its decision and to 
approve the proposal by BSNL as such so as to ensure that the morale of the Executives does not suffer any 
downfall at this crucial juncture when BSNL is showing signs of a turnaround.  Any false and unjustified move 
by DOT is bound to have adverse impact on the sincere attempt being made by the Government to make 
BSNL financially more strong. 
 
3.13 As we felt that a united action and approach by all the associations is requied, we took the lead and 
approached one Executive Association for a Joint action by all the Associations. But another association which 
was also a member of the Joint Committees on this issue is said to have rejected our proposal for united 
action. Then the three Associations which were members of the earlier Joint Committees together 
announced ‘Trade Union progamme’ demanding implementation of Khan Committee recommendations of 
replacing E1A and E2A scales with E2 and E3 scales. Maybe they wanted to project themselves as the ‘sole 
saviours’ of the BSNL recruited JTOs/JAOs, having failed to settle the issue during the past seven years even 
though they were the members of the Official Committees set up by BSNL for the purpose. It appears that 
no one has learnt any lesson from the past. On our part, we believe that it is entirely the responsibility of 
CMD BSNL to get his proposal approved by the DoT without any dilution of it by seeking re-examination of 
the issue.  
 
3.14 Meanwhile the three associations had discussions on the issue with GM SR.  The status report from 
SR Section says “BSNL has given further justification of the proposal and has requested DoT to reconsider the 
proposal on merit.” This vindicates our stand on this issue. 
 
3.15 Yet another issue related to this, which has to be resolved, is that even if JTO pay scale is revised to 
E2, direct recruit JTOs and JAOs who were recruited after 1.1.2007 will find themselves amid an anomaly vis-
à-vis those who were recruited before 1.1.2007.  This arose because of BSNL stand that officers who joined 
after 1.1.2007 will get his pay fixed at the ‘minimum’ of the corresponding pay scale, whereas neither DPE 
nor DoT had mentioned this specifically.  BSNL had in fact relaxed this condition in respect of JTO 2005 batch 
more than once.  The recruitment notice for the 2007 candidates specified their basic pay as Rs.9850-250-
14600 (pre-revised pay scale for JTO). Equivalent to Rs.9850 in the revised scale cannot be Rs.22820 for those 
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who were recruited prior to 1.1.2007 and Rs.20600/- [minimum of E2 pay scale] for those who were recruited 
after 1.1.2007.  The entry pay of the latter will have to be fixed at Rs.22820/- to remove this anomaly. 
 
4.0 INTRODUCTION OF CPSU CADRE HIERARCHY VIS-À-VIS THE PRESENT SETUP: 
4.1 The Khan Committee was also asked to recommend on introduction of CPSU cadre hierarchy vis-à-
vis the present setup. In our memorandum to the committee, we had pointed out: 

i) BSNL Executive Promotion Policy circulated vide BSNL letter dated 18.1.2007 provides for time bound 
financial upgradation upto the level of SG JAG. According to the policy, the first financial upgradation 
will be due for consideration on completion of four years in the current IDA scale subject to the condition 
that the Executive’s pay in the current IDA scale has reached/crossed the lowest of the higher IDA scale 
or on completion of six years in the current IDA scale, whichever is earlier.  Subsequent upgradation will 
be due for consideration on completion of five years in the current IDA scale.  Consequent to such 
upgradation there will not be any change in substantive status, designation and duties & responsibilities. 

ii) According to the policy, post based regular promotion will be regulated as per the RRs which are already 
in place or are to be notified. 

iii) The provisions of adhoc/officiating promotions will cease to exist consequent upon completion of the 
process of absorption of Group A officers and implementation of promotional aspects of Group A 
officers as well. 

iv) BSNL MS RR was notified on 14.7.2009, stipulating conditions and method of recruitment for DE and 
above posts. 

v) Management Trainee Recruitment Rules were notified thrice in 2007, 2009 and 2013.   
vi) A revised Executive Promotion Policy was proposed by this committee on 14.3.2014 after examining the 

promotion policies of NTPC and BHEL, replacing the present time bound financial upgradation and post-
based functional promotions with "promotion of Executives to positions in the next higher grade on the 
basis of merit, efficiency, number of years of service in a grade and suitability for higher posts."  
Minimum period of service in a grade (called Eligibility Period) will be 5 years. More stringent 
benchmarks have been proposed and even after completion of Eligibility Period of 5 years and even 
after being found suitable by a CPC, promotion will be only to the extent of posts in higher grade to be 
decided on the basis of the recommendations of the consultant engaged by BSNL to prepare Revival 
Plan & HR Plan for BSNL. 

vii) Subsequently a BSNL HR Plan, based on the recommendations of the Deloitte Consultant, has been 
considered and is being put into practice on experimental basis in a few circles/SSAs. 

viii) Inspite of all these, still adhoc promotions continue to stay and officiating promotion (now renamed as 
look-on) is the main procedure for filling up vacant posts.  Very huge number of executives in all grades 
are retiring every month without getting their due regular post based promotion.  Due to a large number 
of seniority related court cases, holding of DPCs has become almost impossible.  New judgments/orders 
by various courts result in further questions being raised.  Executives have lost morale to an alarming 
extent due to non-availability of promotion in due time, large scale transfers on promotion and 
compulsion to officiate in higher posts without any change in status for prolonged periods while they 
are eligible to be promoted to those higher posts.  This low morality is likely to affect their efficiency in 
the long run. 

ix) Group B officers of DoT were given an option for absorption in BSNL on 2.9.2003 wherein under 
“Promotional avenues” it had been assured that, “With a view to motivate Executives in BSNL for 
achieving excellence in performance and higher productivity, resulting into improved quality of service, 
customer satisfaction and greater revenues for the Company, Executives in BSNL will be allowed 
upgradation to the next higher IDA pay scale on a time bound basis, varying between 4 to 6 years, as 
may be prescribed for each Scale and other attendant conditions, up to the IDA pay scale of JAG 
Selection Grade, beyond which it will be depend upon availability of post and their suitability and 
selection for promotion, which will  be uniformly evaluated in the various streams of discipline.”  But as 
per the BSNL Executive Promotion Policy which was later implemented, post based promotion even 
upto SG JAG level was separate from time bound financial upgradation. 
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x) Hon’ble Principal CAT in OA 1086/2010 on 2.11.2010 observed that, “on a prudent reading and applying 
the principle of literal and harmonious construction, would indicate that the time bound scales in IDA 
were made available to the applicants, which, now being reflected as per the impugned order dated 
18.1.2007, has not conferred upon the status of the promotional post and are only an eyewash for 
BSNL employees and are not amounting to promotions. In a promotion, as per the legal methodology, 
which is a fundamental right of consideration, it is not only the higher pay scale but also assumption of 
higher post, which are part and parcel of the process of promotion. It would not be a promotion when 
a person remains in the same post and is only given the scale of the promotion post.”  “Be that as it 
may, the question is that once we recognize in law the right of promotion a fundamental right, it would 
be highly illogical that by virtue of rendering service after absorption on time bound basis, applicants 
are deprived of holding the post, which carries the duties attached to the higher posts. It is not only the 
pay scale but also the status, which matters in the matter of promotion, which inclusive of the 
fundamental right guaranteed to the employee.” “If we set aside these rules and the above orders and 
give an option to the applicants to revert back, this would create such an administrative chaotic situation 
that administrative exigencies as well as public interest would have to suffer. However, when a policy 
decision is not in consonance with law and more particularly Articles 14 & 16 of the Constitution of India, 
we have jurisdiction to direct the respondents to reconsider the entire issue and then decide the 
promotional avenues to the applicants.”  The CAT finally ordered that, “we dispose of this OA with a 
direction to the respondents to reconsider the entire matter regarding promotional avenues to the 
applicants as promised earlier by them having been implemented and consider their grievances, 
including the averments now taken before us in the OA and our observations made in the preceding 
paragraphs. A reasonable and prudent reconsideration as apt in law would culminate into a speaking 
order to be passed by the respondents within a period of three months from the date of receipt of a 
copy of this order.” 

xi) After nearly five years after the judgment, BSNL has mooted a change in its policy on 14.3.2014, 
replacing the present time bound financial upgradation and post-based functional promotions with 
"promotion of Executives to positions in the next higher grade on the basis of merit, efficiency, number 
of years of service in a grade and suitability for higher posts." But, the draft policy proposes minimum 
eligibility period of 5 years for promotion to the next grade, implying it will not be time bound.  Again, 
the draft proposal says “even after completion of Eligibility period of 5 years and even after being found 
suitable by a CPC, promotion will be only to the extent of posts in higher grade to be decided on the 
basis of the recommendations of the consultant engaged by BSNL to prepare Revival Plan & HR Plan for 
BSNL.  This draft proposal is therefore completely against the assurances given at the time of absorption. 

xii) We are of the considered view that time bound functional promotions upto the level of SG JAG alone 
will create an atmosphere where seniority related court cases will have become extinct and the 
morale of the executives will be boosted with timely promotion with change is substantive status, 
designation, responsibility etc. 

xiii) We are also of the firm view there should not be any lateral entry other than from the entry grade, 
the JTO/JAO.  Large scale recruitment at entry level of JTOs/JAOs and providing a faster track 
promotion for qualified and talented executives from within BSNL will remove the stagnation among 
the youngsters. 

 
4.2 Subsequently we had a meeting with the Chairman of the Committee on 14.7.2015 and stressed the 
points given in our letter.  He said that he has gone through our submissions and would like to have more 
input on the matter, like the policy being followed by other major PSUs.  The Joint Committee made the 
following recommendations: 

a) JTO to SDE and equivalent eligibility shall be 5 years of regular service in the grade and 
benchmark to be kept as 'Good' and not more than one 'Average'. For SC/ST candidates two 
'Average' may be allowed.  
b) b) SDE to Sr. SDE and equivalent eligibility shall be 5 years of regular service in the grade 
and benchmark to be kept as 'Good' and not more than one 'Average'. For 5C/5T candidates two 
'Average' may be allowed. 
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c) Sr.SDE to DE and equivalent eligibility shall be 5 years of regular service in the grade and 
benchmark to be kept as 'Good' and not more than one 'Average'. For SC/ST candidates two 'Average' 
may be allowed.  
d) DE to DGM and equivalent promotion will be restricted to availability of posts. The balance 
DEs may be promoted as Jt. DGM (parking Lot). DE to DGM and equivalent eligibility shall be 5 years 
of regular service as DE and benchmark to be kept as 'Very Good' and not more than one 'Good'. For 
SC/ST candidates not more than two 'Good'. 
e)  DGM to JAG -SG and equivalent may be promoted in the grade of E6 in 5 years as per existing 
time bound promotion scheme with the benchmark of 'Very Good' and not more than one 'Good'.  
f) The benchmarks in above (c)&(d) are same as in Schedule-ll of existing CPC as per Group (A) 
RRs.  
g) There are some UPSC recruited DEs or equivalent of 1995 batch etc., as on today. All UPSC 
recruits of all batches may be promoted en-bloc to DGM if they meet the benchmark. The executives 
already promoted to higher post on post based promotion will stand senior en-bloc. 

4.3 The Management side members, the GM (ESTT) and GM (EF) differed with the recommendations 
and recorded their opinion thus: 
B-1 Change of performance Benchmarks: 
From the current year onwards, the performance benchmarks for promotions should be tightened. Any score 
below 4(good) in the reckoning period should be treated as adverse and promotion denied. 
B-2 Assured post based promotion till DE level as per the following mechanism: 
An executive after a specified period of residency in the substantive grade maybe allowed to get one 
functional promotion in the next grade till DET. This period can be (eg) 12 years and 10 years respectively for 
promotion to SDE and DET respectively provided one is otherwise eligible for promotion to the next higher 
grade in the hierarchy as per relevant RR to the particular post provided he could not be promoted as per his 
turn as per provision of R/R till that period. 
This has been further elaborated as per following: 
a) one functional promotion may be provided to JTO level officers having at-least12 years service in the 
substantive grade to the next higher grade of SDE as per hierarchy available in BSNL provided the officer 
could not be promoted as per his turn as per provision of R/R till that period. 
b) subsequent 2nd post based promotion in the next higher grade as per below hierarchy can be granted to 
an executive after completion of 10 years service in the grade as Per provisions of the R/R of the relevant 
grade provided he could not be promoted as DET/AGM as per his turn as per provision of R/R till that period. 
B-3 Faster track promotions for Meritorious and high performing Executives: 
It has to be appreciated that in a large organization such as BSNL with 50,000executives, it is not possible to 
devise a promotional scheme which gives functional promotion to all executives till a very senior level such 
as DGM. This will make the organization completely dysfunctional. However, with the view to meeting the 
requirement of filling positions at senior executive levels and at the same time 
providing opportunities to meritorious and high performing executives, a faster track promotion mechanism 
should be put in place thorough conduct of examination. Positions at MT level should be filled up initially 
may be through conduct of exams for internal candidates only. This will meet both the aspirations of 
meritorious executives to get quicker promotions and at the same time, providing organization with talented 
HR resource at senior positions. 
 
4.4 We had discussed the matter several times with GM (Estt) and Director (HR). In a meeting with 
Director (HR) on 11.8.2016  we had repeated our known stand and suggested that giving a designation, status 
and financial powers to those who have got their time bound upgradation but were not promoted to the 
substantive grades can be thought of.  Director (HR) appreciated our suggestion and agreed to get it 
examined. Now BSNL has circulated another proposal in Powerpoint format.  According to the proposals,  
the Designation upto AGM Grade has also been proposed to be modified in line with Designation of other 
corporate/PSU. The modification proposed are as under: 
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 i. JTO-   Assistant Manager 
 ii. SDE-   Dy. Manager 
 iii. Sr. SDE-   Sr. Manager 
 iv. AGM-   Chief Manager (those not occupying AGM Post) 
     AGM(those occupying AGM Post) 
 v. AGM-(E5 Scale NF) - Jt. DGM (if occupying the post) else Sr. Chief Manager 
 vi. AGM-(E-6 Scale NF)-  Jt. DGM (if occupying the post) else Sr. Chief  Manager 
 vii. DGM-   DGM 
 
4.5 Since the promotion upto AGM grade is time bound and unlike other PSU where the criteria for 
promotion in higher grade/scale is selection based, it is proposed that the  Benchmarks may be made 
higher than that proposed by the committee in order to giveconsiderate weightage on performance. 
Accordingly, the Benchmark in general has been considered as Good up to AGM Grade and selection criteria 
has been proposed in DGM, GM and CGM Grade.The modification of Scales proposed by Establishment 
branch has been rejected by DoT. So, the existing scales have been considered in the proposed structure. 
 
4.6 Executive cadre starts from E1 Scale- JTO Grade (in E1 Scale-16400-40500).  The structure of 
promotion shall be as under: 
 (JTO-E1) 5 Years     (SDE-E2)  10 Years    (Sr. SDE-E3)   15 Years   (AGM-E4)    20 Years   DGM-Eligible (E5)                       

25 Years  Jt. GM (E7)  30 Years    Addl GM/GM (E9)(For GM eligible)     33 Years    Sr. GM          35 Years    CGM 

(Eligible)  

 (Executives who do not get promotion in DGM Grade will get the E-5 Scale in 22 Years and E-6 Scale in 29 
years) 
 
4.7 MT Rectt. will be done at Sr. SDE Grade (in E3 Scale-24900-50500) The structure of promotion shall 
be as under: 
 (Sr.SDE (E3)  4 Years   AGM (E4)   9 Years   DGM (E5) 13Years   Jt. GM (E7)  17 Years  Addl GM/GM (E9) 
 (For GM eligible)25 Years    Sr. GM    20 Years   CGM (Eligible)  
 
4.8 Presently, the number of executives working in E-4 Scale i.e. AGM Grade are very High in comparison 
to number of existing post in AGM Grade. There is likely that 16000 to 20000 Nos. of executives may now be 
working in the Scale of E-1 to E-3 (i.e. in  JTO/SDE/Sr. SDE Grade ) and approximately 12000 to 16000 Nos. of 
executives in E-4 Scale (i.e. in AGM Grade). There are only 1481 DGM’s Post. If in view of above proposed 
placement of executive in higher grade is considered in time bound manner, there will be sudden surge in 
number of executives in AGM Grade. Sudden change in structure may disrupt the normal working conditions, 
it is proposed that the number of executives to occupy the post of AGM may be fixed and those executives 
who does not get AGM Post but they get the scale i.e. E-4, they may be designated as Chief Manager or Sr. 
Chief Manager. A ratio of 1: 6 is proposed by restructuring cell between AGM and AM/DM/Sr. 
Manager/Chief Manager/Sr. Chief Manager and if same is considered, there will be 6200 AGM post as 
against present strength of 5500 approx. (total strength capped 43000 approx). If the strength of 6200 is 
considered the ratio of DGM post and AGM post in Telecom operation will be approx. 1:4.2 approx.  The 
reporting structure will be  as under: 

 AM/DM/Sr. Manager/Chief Manager/Sr. Chief ManagerAGM/Jt. DGM  
 DGM/Jt. GM/Addl. GM  GM  CGM 
 
4.9 If time based promotion is approved upto AGM Grade, there will be no reservation roster (existing 
provision of roster application is up to AGM Grade being vacancy based). However, relaxation has been 
provided to SC/ST candidates in the eligibility conditions for promotion up to AGM Grade i.e. E-4 Scale (as 
per existing provisions). However, if the No. of post in AGM Grade is fixed then in that case SC/ST roster are 
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to be followed in AGM grade only. (JTO being recruited or promoted uses roster for selection of required 
no. of SC/ST executives whereas at present the existing strength of JTO/SDE/AGM with combined strength 
already have required representation of SC/ST executives.) 
 
4.10 The above structure will be applicable from the date it is implemented. However, in the present 
situation there are many executives working in particular grade but are drawing higher scales due to existing 
time bound EPP policy. Their cases can be fitted into above proposed structure on case to case basis in 
following manner: - 

 Category 1 :  The Executive who are in substantive Grade and not drawing any            higher 
Scale, they shall be promoted to next higher post, after fulfilling the eligibility and Benchmarks 
specified as per proposed structure. 
 Category 2 : The Executive who are drawing one Scale higher in substantive Grade: they shall 
be placed in next grade immediately and their next promotion shall be considered after fulfilling the 
eligibility criteria and Benchmarks specified as per proposed structure. 
 Category 3 : The Executive who are in substantive Grade and are drawing 2 or more higher 
Scales: they shall be placed in next Higher Grade immediately and subsequent grade will be 
considered on the basis of proposed(new) eligibility criteria and Benchmarks after 2 Years 
interval/immediately (except post based promotion in DGM Grade) upto the scale he is presently 
placed. Their subsequent placement in higher grade will be considered only after the executive has 
worked on the Grade for 5 Years or the prescribed minimum qualifying service of the post as per new 
proposed structure and as per new Benchmarks. (2 Years interval has been proposed to minimize the 
impact of sudden migration of executives in a particular grade and that the performance of the 
executive for higher grade(post) is also weighed and measured) .  

 
4.11 We have given our response thus: 
There is nothing new in this proposal except for introduction of the concept of new designations in line with 
those available in other CPSEs.  During a recent meeting with you, we had suggested that the time bound 
upgradations can be converted to time bound promotions by giving a designation, status and financial powers 
for those who are in higher scales but not occupying the posts.  You had then appreciated our suggestion and 
had agreed to consider it.  But the new proposal has made this simple concept into a complex hierarchical 
chart by imposing stringent attendant conditions, capping the number of posts even at the level of AGM, 
restricting the promotion on Seniority Cum Fitness up to AGM level and introducing promotion by Selection 
to DGM level posts.  
 
4.12 Any policy has to be a simple formulation without ambiguity and complexity, should be 
implementable without giving room for anomalies.  Any policy should be an improvement of the already 
existing policy and should not seek to deny the opportunities available earlier. 
 
4.13 We have therefore requested to cause modification of the proposal by removing the complexities, 
the added stringent attendant conditions, capping the number of posts of AGM and by allowing Seniority 
Cum Fitness method of promotion upto SAG level.  The concept of giving designation, status and financial 
powers for Executives in higher scales but not occupying the posts may be introduced without giving room 
for ambiguity. 
 
5.0 SUPERANNUATION BENEFITS TO BSNL RECRUITED EMPLOYEES:  
5.1 On 21st August 2013, we had reported that BSNL proposed to operate through insurance companies 
on fixed contribution basis and the amount of pension, gratuity and post-retirement benefit will be based on 
the returns from the schemes to be operated. In this regard, Bajaj Allianz made a power point presentation 
spelling out its proposition.  Later GM (Estt) made a power point presentation explaining BSNL's plan.  We 
requested that the Management should have a more human approach so as to implement the DPE guidelines. 
On 18.2.2014, BSNL constituted a High Level Committee to relook and reassess the issues related to 
superannuation benefits of DR employees and pay parity/loss of pay of DR JTO/JAO.  Although the committee 
gave its recommendations, nothing has been heard of afterwards.  We again reiterated that “The condition 
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of 30% superannuation benefits as prescribed in DPE O.Ms dated 26.11.2008 and 02.04.2009 and as 
amended from time to time, are to be followed strictly” in consonance with DPE letter dated 21.5.2014. 
 
5.2 In our scheduled monthly meeting with Director (HR) held on 15.12.2015 we were informed that 
several calculations on different percentage of contribution by BSNL were worked out and submitted for 
consideration by Remuneration Committee. We conveyed our concern that even after 15 years of formation 
of BSNL, BSNL has failed to implement a Pension scheme for the BSNL recruited employees and requested to 
finalise the issue at the earliest.  On 12.1.2016, we met the GM (Estt) and requested to finalise 
superannuation benefits for BSNL recruited employees without further delay. GM (Est) said that the file has 
been sent to EF Section with calculations based on varied contribution by BSNL. Once the file is cleared by EF 
section, it will be sent to Director (HR) for further consideration.  We again met GM (Estt) on 5.2.2016 and 
urged her to speed up the matter.  When we discussed the issue with GM (Estt) on 8.4.2016 we were 
informed that Finance has recommended 3% contribution by BSNL taking into account, among others, the 
present financial status of BSNL. The remuneration committee has also given its consent and the issue will 
have to be considered by BSNL Board.  We requested an early decision on the matter with higher contribution 
by BSNL than the reported 3%.  After approval by BSNL Board the matter went to DoT for its concurrence. It 
is learnt that DoT too has given its consent and the matter is lying with MoC. 
 
6.0 MEMBERSHIP VERIFICATION OF BSNL EXECUTIVE ASSOCIATIONS: 
BSNL was formed on 1.10.2000 as a Central Public Sector Enterprise and the erstwhile employees of 
Department of Telecommunications were absorbed in this CPSE on individual option. Management of BSNL 
granted a few Trade Union Facilities like informal meeting with the administration, special casual leave, 
immunity from transfer, notice board and telephone facilities in the year 2004, to two new Executive 
Associations formed after formation of BSNL, viz. All India BSNL Executive Association (AIBSNLEA) and 
Sanchar Nigam Executive Association (SNEA).  
 
6.1   Our Association viz. All India Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited Officers’ Association (AIBSNLOA) is registered 
under Societies Registration Act 1860 Vide No.S/60036/2007 and started functioning from February 2008.  
BSNL Management as well as administrations in all functional circles and units refused to even grant our 
association the facility of informal meeting and we were put into enormous difficulties throughout the 
country in representing the grievances of our members. After prolonged struggle, BSNL Management granted 
us the facility of ‘informal meeting’ only in the year 2012. But it was patronising the other two associations 
the AIBSNLEA and SNEA and even gave them representation in various official committees. 
 
6.2   BSNL Management notified BSNL (Executive Association Recognition) Rules, 2014, providing for 
membership verification of BSNL Executive Associations through which the association securing 35% votes 
as Recognised Association and another association securing 15% votes as Support Association.  It also notified 
the Membership Verification subsequently with election scheduled to be held in December 2014. It assured 
‘level playing field’ to all the participating associations. 
 
6.3    Meanwhile the Hon’ble High Court of Karnataka stayed the operation of Clause 5 (1) of the aforesaid 
BSNL (REA) Rules, 2014 in a case filed by another association.  Clause 5 (1) stipulates that “The Association 
shall be registered with Registrar of Societies with its Constitution /Memorandum of Understanding duly 
approved by the Registrar.” 
 
6.4     After two years, BSNL Management has now issued notification for Membership verification of BSNL 
Executive Associations afresh, removing the condition under Clause 5 (1) and allowing Executive Associations 
registered under Trade Union Act also to participate in the verification with a view to making the case in 
Karnataka High Court superfluous.   
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6.5 Even before submitting our application for participation in Membership Verification, we wrote to the 
CMD raising some important issues. In an effort to circumvent a pending court case, through another letter 
cited under Ref.2 above, it has amended Rule 5 (1) of the BSNL (Recognition of Executives Association) Rules, 
2014, making associations registered under Trade Union Act also eligible to participate in the verification 
process, while previously only associations registered under Societies Registration Act were eligible, 
unmindful of the fact that the provisions of Trade Union Act are completely at variance with the provisions 
of Societies Registration Act and also in conflict with the BSNL (REA) Rules, 2014.  
 
6.6 We have also raised another issue repeatedly during the past two years through successive letters 
that under the Central Government rules, there is provision for recognition of service associations of officers 
through CCS (RSA) Rules, 1993, but nowhere in any Central PSU, there exists any provision for 
formation/recognition of association of the Executives.  In fact, Executives’ association is not a union of 
workmen as defined under the Industrial Disputes Act. In all the CPSEs, there are recognized trade unions 
but only ‘registered’ associations.  While the trade unions have the power to have negotiated settlement on 
issues including their pay scales, the associations do not have the power to have negotiated settlement.  Their 
pay scales are decided by the Pay Revision Committee constituted by the DPE.  Even the BSNL (REA) Rules 
2014, in accordance with which BSNL has notified the membership verification of Executive Associations in 
BSNL, stipulates the condition that, “The Associations will not seek any right to negotiate a settlement with 
the management.”  In all CPSEs, the Executive Associations exist and informally take up the causes of its 
members with the management.  No formal recognition is being granted to any association and no 
membership verification of Executives has ever taken place in any CPSE.  This may be because of the fact that 
the Executives form a part of the middle level management and creating an atmosphere of animosity and 
bitterness among the Executives will not be in the interests of the growth and development of the PSU. 
 
6.7 However, even after examining the contentions raised by us as above, if the BSNL Management still 
decides to go ahead with the verification process, we need two issues to be resolved before moving further. 
 

I. Extension of Minimum Trade Union facilities to the associations securing 2% votes:  
We have been repeatedly demanding that, "Associations securing 2% votes should be extended minimum 
trade union facilities as in the case of non-executives.” It is not known why this provision included in the 
rules for membership verification of non-executive Unions is being denied in respect of membership 
verification of Executive Associations, when all other terms and conditions are similar for both. BSNL has 
nothing to lose by providing the facilities, since all the Executives have been already provided with telephone 
facilities and deduction of subscription has been assured otherwise too.  The other two facilities extended to 
non-executive unions securing 2% votes are space for notice board and informal communication and there 
should not be any difficulty or reservation in providing these two facilities to the executive associations 
securing 2% votes. Right to hearing (Audi Alterampartem), is guaranteed by Article 14 of the Constitution of 
India and denial of this fundamental right will not stand legal scrutiny. The right to be heard includes the 
right to be represented by an Association and the right to form Associations has been guaranteed by Article 
19 (1) (c) of the Constitution of India.  Supreme Court of India in ‘Chairman, State Bank Of India And ... vs All 
Orissa State Bank Officers ...’ on 6 May, 2002 has also observed that, “Though such non-recognized unions 
may not have the right to participate in the process of collective bargaining with the 
management/employer over issues concerning the workmen in general, they have the right to meet and 
discuss with the employer or any person appointed by him on issues relating to grievances of any individual 
member regarding his service conditions and to appear on behalf of their members in any domestic or 
departmental enquiry held by the employer or before the conciliation officer or labour court or industrial 
tribunal. In essence, the distinction between the two categories of trade unions is that while the 
recognized union has the right to participate in the discussions/negotiations regarding general issues 
affecting all workmen/ employees and settlement if any arrived at as a result of such discussion/negotiations 
is binding on all workmen/employees, whereas a non-recognized union cannot claim such a right, but it has 
the right to meet and discuss with the management/employer about the grievances of any individual 
member relating to his service conditions and to represent an individual member in domestic inquiry or 
departmental inquiry and proceedings before the conciliation officer and adjudicator. The very fact that 
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certain rights are vested in a non-recognized union shows that the Trade Union Act and the Rules framed 
thereunder acknowledge the existence of a non-recognized union. Such a union is not superfluous entity and 
it has a relevance in specific matters relating to administration of the establishment. It follows, therefore, 
that the management/employer cannot out rightly refuse to have any discussion with a non-recognized 
union in matters relating to service conditions of individual members and other matters incidental thereto. 
It is relevant to note here that the right of the citizens of this country to form an association or union is 
recognized under the Constitution in Article 19(1)(c). It is also to be kept in mind that for the sake of industrial 
peace and proper administration of the industry it is necessary for the management to seek cooperation of 
the entire work force. The management by its conduct should not give an impression as if it favours a certain 
sections of its employees to the exclusion of other which, to say the least, will not be conducive to industrial 
peace and smooth management.”  
 

II. Level playing field for all the participant associations should prevail at least for one year 
prior to the date of verification through secret ballot:  

        Two executive associations in BSNL were enjoying trade union facilities which included Special Casual 
Leave and Immunity from Transfer apart from meetings with the Management for nearly 10 years till the first 
membership verification was notified on 15.6.2014.  Although level playing field was assured at the time of 
notification, BSNL Corporate Office itself, not to speak of the circles, kept violating its assurance by continuing 
to include the two associations as members of Welfare Board, Sports and Cultural Board etc. These two 
associations and a third association were part of a Joint Committee constituted to recommend on key issues 
like replacement of E1 and E2 scales with E3 and E4 scales, CPSU Cadre Hierarchy and Superannuation 
Benefits for BSNL recruited employees.  Implementation of the recommendations of the Joint Committee 
was negotiated continuously with these associations throughout the period when the Membership 
verification process was current, pending decision in a court case.  The Management did not correct its course 
and ensure level playing field even after our pointing out the violations numerous times. After allowing two 
associations to have an advantageous position vis-à-vis the other associations in respect of granting facilities 
for more than 12 years, BSNL now wants to verify the membership of the associations in September 2016, 
allowing just three months for the other associations to compete with the two associations.  This will not be 
a contest among equals and will deprive our association a level playing field. 
 
6.8     We therefore had requested the CMD to appreciate the reasonableness and rationale behind the points 
raised by us and advise the SR section to sort out the issues before further going ahead with its proposal to 
conduct membership verification of Executive Associations in BSNL.  We had requested that BSNL (REA) Rules 
2014 be amended providing that “Associations securing 2% votes should be extended minimum trade union 
facilities” as in the case of non-executives and the election be held in June 2017, instead of September 2016, 
strictly maintaining level playing field till the election date. 
 
6.9    There was no response to our letter but we submitted our application for participation in the 
membership verification on 23.6.2016, a day before the original last date for submission of application, 
clearly mentioning through a second letter that we hoped that the required clarifications / modifications will 
be made before the actual commencement of the process of verification to provide equal opportunities with 
others and to provide a level playing ground. 
6.10  But, the schedule was again revised after removing another condition that the association shall be 
functional in BSNL atleast for a period of one year on the date of inviting application for participation in the 
membership verification. As per the revised schedule, the election is now to be held on 16.11.2016. 
 
6.11 Ten Associations, viz. AIBSNLEA, AIBSNLOA, AITEEA, Association of BSNL LDCE Executives, BEA of 
BSNL, BBOA, BASE (India), BOA, SNEA and TSOA have been found eligible for participation in the membership 
verification.  Display of final electoral roll had to be done on 29.8.2016 and was extended upto 5.9.2016. But 
till date even finalisation of provisional electoral rolls has not been done in a few circles. 
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6.12 Even a fast reading of the above facts will show that there are a lot of legal infirmities in the process 
and the process will not stand legal scrutiny.  But this CWC meeting should rather concentrate on our strategy 
to face the election for verification, giving a concrete shape to the campaigning methods and polling related 
issues.   
 
7.0       FORMATION OF FEDERATION OF BSNL EXECUTIVES ASSOCIATIONS (FBEA): 
7.1 On 10.9.2014, four Executives Associations, all applicants for the Membership Verification, came 
together with a vision to protect the interests of BSNL and its Executives.  The four Associations, AIBSNLOA, 
BEA, TSOA and AITEEA will work together on the basis of consensus on common issues.  More associations 
are likely to join the Federation later.  We believe that this is a new beginning and hope that together we will 
be able to bring in a qualitative impact on all issues in the future.   
 
8.0 FIXATION OF PAY ON PROMOTION OF BSNL EXECUTIVES: 
8.1 Through our letter dated 22.7.2014, we had drawn attention of DPE to a long existing anomaly in 
the method of pay fixation on promotion for BSNL Executives compared to the method followed for non-
executives.   
 
8.2.     DPE OM No.2 (70)/08-DPE (WC) dated 26.11.2008 conveying the decision of the Government on the 
recommendations of the 2nd Pay Revision Committee, stipulated that, while fixing pay on promotion for an 
Executive, “One notional increment equal to the increment being drawn by the executive in the pay scale, 
before such promotion would be granted and pay fixed in the promoted pay scale and rounded off to the 
next multiple of Rs.10.”  BSNL had implemented this stipulation in respect of its Executives. Whereas in 
respect of non-executives, according to BSNL letter No. 1-16/2010-PAT (BSNL) dated 07.05.2010, “– On 
promotion, One notional increment equal to 3% of the existing basic pay rounded off to the next multiple 
of Rs.10 would be granted and pay fixed in the promoted pay scale.”Due to this anomaly, the Executives were 
drawing increments after promotion roughly 0.1% less.  This accumulated on every subsequent promotion 
and hence affected the pensionary benefits though marginally. 
 
8.3 Subsequently we sent a reminder to DPE on 3.2.2015.  DPE then wrote to DoT on 19.5.2015 
forwarding our letter and directing it to examine the issue and take appropriate action.  After correspondence 
between DoT and BSNL on this issue for another few months, DoT gave its approval on 6.1.2016 clarifying 
that the notional increment of 3% of existing pay be allowed for fixation of pay on promotion for BSNL 
Executives.  While circulating DoT clarification, BSNL chose to put a restriction that the benefit of the fixation 
be given notionally w.e.f.1.1.2007 and actually from the date of approval from DoT, viz. 6.1.2016.  
 
8.4 We again took up the issue with GM (Estt) explaining that the DoT letter is only clarificatory in nature 
and clarification cannot have prospective effect and that arrears on allowing the fixation w.e.f.1.1.2007 will 
be very less and denying the arrears is not justified on any grounds.  Subsequently BSNL CO issued a letter 
allowing the fixation from 1.1.2007 on actual basis as demanded by us.   
 
8.5 While revised pay fixation was done for those in service and arrears were also paid, the same was 
not done for those who have retired after 1.1.2007 but before issue of orders. AIBSNLREA, a pensioner 
Association exclusively for BSNL Executives pursued the issue vigorously and as a result, BSNL has now issue 
orders for granting notional increment @ 3% of the existing basic pay for fixation of pay on promotion w.e.f. 
1.1.2007, in case it is not granted earlier, along with revision of pay with 78.2% fitment benefit for the 
pensioners who retired after 1.1.2007 but before 10.6.2013. 
 
9.0    REVIEW OF TENURE PERIOD OF UDHAMPUR AND RAJOURI SSAS OF J&K CIRCLE: 
9.1 We took up this issue with CMD first on 17.8.2015 with the following justification: 

(1) The tenure period in SSA Srinagar has been declared as 1.5 years, for leh it is 1 year where as it is 2 
years for Udhampur and Rajouri SSAs in J&K. 
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(2) Stations in Udhampur and Rajouri SSAs are far flung and their topology is typical and totally 
mountainous and sliding area. Executives coming on transfer from other circles find it difficult to cope 
up with the adverse climatic conditions which include heavy rains, storms, road blockage, no-air 
connectivity for emergency and high level militancy. Two years is practically a very long period to cope-
up with in these SSAs. 
(3) Due to above mentioned conditions executives always avoid joining in Udhampur and Rajouri SSAs 
and as a result the executives already posted there could not be relieved in time thereby extending the 
tenure for a further 3-6 months. For example at present 13 executives of Udhampur SSA are under orders 
of transfer since April to July 2015 but only 3 officers joined the Udhampur SSA, 10 executives still 
continue to suffer even after completion of their  2 years tenure. 
(4) All the executives prefer to work in Srinagar, leh SSA due to less tenure period in comparison to 
Udhampur and Rajouri SSAs with 2 years tenure. 
 

9.2 We had discussions with Sr.GM (Pers) subsequently and orders were issued on 19.2.2016 revising 
the tenure period and related facilities in respect of Udhampur and Rajouri SSAs of J&K Circle, duly 
considering our requests.  But we were perplexed with the stand taken by Personnel section, when we took 
up a few cases, that the revised tenure will be applicable only to those transferred to these SSAs after the 
date of issue of orders, ie. 19.2.2016.  We again wrote to CMD that it is unjust to deny the benefit of revised 
tenure to those executives already serving in these SSAs, when the order dated 19.2.2016 itself does not say 
that the order takes effect from the date of issue.  Even if it is to be implemented from 19.2.2016, the benefit 
of revised tenure cannot be denied to those executives who are already working in these SSAs and completing 
the revised tenure on or after 19.2.2016.Clarifications were issued on 26.4.2016 that financial benefits will 
be available from 19.2.2016 but the benefit of reduced tenure will be available to the Executives already 
posted in these two SSAs.    
 
10.0        CAREER PROGRESSION OF PA/PS/PPS WHO ERSTWHILE BELONGED TO CSSS CADRE OF DOT: 
10.1 Before exercising option and getting absorbed in BSNL, a number of meetings took place between 
the Staff side and the Official side of the Joint Consultative Machinery, in which DoT agreed to issue clear 
parameters to ensure that the promotional avenues of CSS/CSSS officers / staff would be in no way inferior 
to what they were getting in the Government.  An agreement to this effect was signed on 14.9.2000 between 
the Staff side and the then Secretary and Joint Secretary (Admn), DoT.Further, in a meeting held on 7.11.2003 
under the Chairmanship of the then Addl. Secretary, DoT, regarding absorption of Group B secretariat staff  
in BSNL, the then Director (HR) assured that the service conditions of the CSS / CSSS officers / officials would 
be in no way inferior to that of the other officers. 
 
10.2 But no action was taken to restructure the cadre of Sr PPS/ PPS  in BSNL CO so as to match the number 
of officers with whom they are posted and to put in place the pay scale to the restructured cadres.  Whereas 
the posts at the level of ED/PGM in BSNL CO had increased considerably no provision for posting matching 
personal staff to them had been made.  After a lot of persuasion BSNL Management approved the proposal 
for creation of only two posts of Sr. PPS and a few posts of PPS to work with CMD and the functional Directors.  
Based on the number of senior officers posted in BSNL CO, the actual number of Sr. PPS/ PPS required had 
been then calculated as below: 

Particulars No. of posts Sr. PPS PPS 
CMD, BSNL 1 1 - 
Board of Directors 4 4 - 
Executive Directors 4 - 4 
CVO 1 - 1 
PGMs 11 - 11 
Total  5 16 

 
But, since then no additional PPS post had been created, resulting in blockade for promotion of PSs as PPSs/ 
Sr. PPS even after putting several years of service in the same grade.  We have taken up this issue many times 
with the administration but without success. We continued with our efforts and finally we raised this as an 
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agenda item for scheduled monthly meeting with Director (HR). As a consequence orders creating additional 
posts in these grades were issued on 13.4.2016.   
 
11.0 PROMOTION OF NON-GRADUATE SDEs TO EXECUTIVE ENGINEER GRADE IN CIVIL/ ELECTRICAL 
/ARCHITECT WINGS: 
11.1 This is a very long pending issue owing to a provision in BSNL MS RR, whereby the non-graduate SDEs 
of Civil/Electrical/Architect wings were denied promotion to STS grade, leading to grave discrimination vis-à-
vis their counterparts in other streams.  On our continuous pursuance through our letters dated 29.5.2013, 
26.7.2013, 8.11.2013 and 28.3.2014 and discussions with the concerned authorities, BSNL has issued orders 
vide No400-106/2013-Pers.I dated 16.7.2015 clarifying that “for promotions to Executive Engineer grade in 
Civil/Electrical streams, a 'diploma in appropriate field of engineering with 10 years’ experience' shall be 
construed to be equivalent to Degree in Engineering, in appropriate field as per the requirements of note 2 
under Schedule IB of BSNL MSRR 2009.”Later we had informed through our site that the issue is under 
consideration for approval by BSNL Board. Meanwhile DoT also was seized of the issue and was 
corresponding with DoP&T.  
 
11.2 On 16.7.2015, based on a letter from DoT, BSNL issued orders clarifying that "for promotions to 
Executive Engineer grade in Civil/Electrical streams, a 'diploma in appropriate field of engineering with 10 
years experience' shall be construed to be equivalent to Degree in Engineering, in appropriate field as per 
the requirements of note 2 under Schedule IB of BSNL MSRR 2009.".          
 
11.3  Meanwhile the BW section, vide its letter No.2nd ACP/DM (BW-II)/2015 dated 18.1.2016, while 
disposing of representations from diploma holders (with 10 years of experience) for grant of second ACP 
which had been earlier denied to them on the grounds that they did not possess Degree in Engineering, 
stated that,  

i. The BSNL MS RR does not cover the scope of ACP through any of its provisions, schedules 
and notes therein. 
ii. The clarification dated 16.7.2015 is an action by the Management specific to promotions to 
Executive Engineer grade in Civil/Electrical streams and has prospective effect w.r.t any 
promotions to be undertaken in future. 
iii. Any reference to DoT OM No.19-13/2012-CWG dated 11.2.2015 is purely for the purpose 
specifically notified in the clarification dated 16.7.2015 
iv. The said clarification is not required to be interpreted for any other convenience which the 
Management did not intend. 

 
11.4  We then wrote to Sr. GM (Pers) that Personnel section letter dated 16.7.2015 itself is only 
clarificatory in nature and therefore any clarification cannot have prospective effect.  Neither does the letter 
says that it has prospective effect as has been stated in BW Section letter cited above.     While it is true that 
the subject matter of the letter dated 16.7.2015 is related to Note 2 under Schedule IB of BSNL MSRR – 2009, 
it cannot be said that ‘a diploma in appropriate field of Engineering with 10 year of experience shall be 
construed as to be equivalent to Degree in Engineering in the appropriate field’ will apply only to BSNL MS 
RR-2009.  In fact, the court judgment based on which DoT has given the clarification is only related to non-
grant of ACP to diploma holders.  The entire case relates to the definition of ‘Degree in Engineering and its 
equivalence’ specified in the RR of the year 1994.  When the court has ruled that diploma with 10 years of 
experience in the appropriate field is ‘equivalent’ to Degree in Engineering, the same benefit of equivalence 
cannot be denied for ACP promotion. 
 
11.5        We therefore requested Sr. GM (Pers) to advise the BW Section to dispose of the representations 
requesting second ACP also on the same analogy for promotion to EE grade as per BSNL MS RR 2009 so that 
the diploma holders with 10 years of experience get their second ACP without any further delay. 
Unfortunately, the issue has been again entangled in legal proceedings. 
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12.0   CONSTITUTION OF THIRD PAY REVISION COMMITTEE FOR EXECUTIVES OF CPSEs: 
12.1  We started taking up the issue right from September 2014, drawing attention of Prime Minister of 
India. We wrote that, the second Pay Revision was due from 1.1.2007 but the Pay Revision Committee was 
constituted only on 30.11.2006 to study and recommend all pay revision related issues of the CPSEs in the 
country.  The Committee under the Chairmanship of Shri Jagannath Rao completed its work and submitted 
its report only on 30.5.2008, nearly 18 months after it was constituted.  Government decisions on the 
recommendations of the committee was circulated by the Dept. of Public Enterprises six months later on 
26.11.2008.  The Ministries concerned also took their own time to implement the same. In respect of BSNL, 
the DoT issued the Presidential Orders on 27.2.2009, allowing the revised pay w.e.f. 1.1.2007, the date on 
which it became due.   
 
12.2 As pay was fixed retrospectively from 1.1.2007 in the month of March 2009, many anomalies arose 
in fixation of pay in respect of Executives appointed to various posts during the intervening period, some of 
which still remain unresolved.  Had the recommendations of the committee and the Government decision 
on the recommendations been announced before the due date, such anomalies could have been avoided. 
 
12.3 We laid emphasis on the fact that the Government of India, learning from the experiences of VI 
Central Pay Commission for revision of Pay Scales of Central Government Employees, where the report was 
submitted on 24.3.2008 and Government notification was done on 29.8.2008 but implementation of revised 
scales was done w.e.f. 1.1.2006, this time set up the VII Central Pay Commission in advance on 4.2.2014 itself, 
while the next wage revision was due on 1.1.2016.  The VII CPC has also submitted its report well before the 
date of implementation recommended by it – 1.1.2016.  We therefore requested him to cause instructions 
to the concerned authorities to constitute the Third Pay Revision Committee for Executives of CPSEs whose 
recommendations are to be implemented w.e.f. 1.1.2017 at the earliest.   
 
12.4 PMO had then forwarded our letter to DPE and in turn DPE had stated in its letter addressed to us 
that “the process of constituting 3rd Pay Revision Committee has been initiated.”  We again wrote to PM in 
November 2015 pointing out the delay and PMO duly forwarded our letter to DPE.  This time, DPE in its letter 
dated 14.1.2016 replied that “the constitution of 3rd PRC is under consideration.”  We again wrote to the 
Prime Minister vide our letter dated 8.2.2016 requesting him to advise the DPE to constitute the Pay revision 
committee without further delay, since delay in constitution of the committee, later taking decision on pay 
revision and subsequent orders after 1.1.2017 will result in avoidable anomalies, as has been the experience 
in the past.  On 9.6.2016 the 3rd PRC was formally constituted by the Government.  A group of PSU Executive 
associations, which included a BSNL Executive Association, however staged a dharna few days before this 
and claimed that it was because of it that the 3rd PRC was constituted. 
 
13.0 SCHEDULED MONTHLY MEETINGS WITH DIRECTOR (HR): 
13.1 In a deviation from the existing practice and making of a positive trend, orders were issued on 
20.8.2015 that Director (HR) will have scheduled monthly meetings with all unions and associations.  
AIBSNLOA was allotted the slot of 6 PM on every first Monday of the month.  Agenda items were required 
to be submitted the prior day with maximum of 3 items. 2-3 participants of the union/association only will 
be allowed in the meeting.  The first meeting was scheduled for 7.9.2015 and we discussed the following 
items: 

I. REMOVAL OF DISCREPANCIES IN MANAGEMENT TRAINEE RECRUITMENT RULES, 2013 
II. PROMOTION TO SDE, DE AND DGM GRADES IN TELECOM WING AND AO & CAO GRADES 
IN FINANCE WING: 
III. REMOVAL OF DISCRIMINATION IN GRANT OF JAG SELECTION GRADE SCALE TO ABSORBED 
GROUP ‘B’ EXECUTIVES TO ENSURE JUSTICE----REGARDING BLATANT VIOLATION OF 
INSTRUCTIONS OF DOT LETTER DATED 26.08.2008 AND DPE OM DATED 24.12.2012 BY 
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OPERATING   IDA SCALE OF RS.17500-400-22300 W.E.F.  01.10.2000 IN PLACE OF RS. 18500-
23900 

There were useful discussions on the issues which have been reported separately.  The second meeting was 
scheduled for 5.10.2015 and we had submitted the following items for discussion: 

I. REVISED EPP/BSNL HR PLAN/CPSU CADRE HIERARCHY 
II. EARLY FINALISATION OF SUPERANNUATION BENEFITS TO BSNL RECRUITED EMPLOYEES 
III. ABOLITION OF DIRECT RECRUITMENT TO DGM GRADE 
IV. EXEMPTION FROM APPEARING IN MANDATORY EXAMINATION ON FINANCIAL 
UPGRADATION IN RESPECT OF ALL PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED EXECUTIVES 

The meeting was postponed twice and was held on 15.12.2015.  In addition to discussion of the agenda items, 
review of action taken on items discussed in the previous meeting was also done. Discussions on these issues 
are reported under separate headings in this report.  
 
13.2 No further meetings were held since on 11.1.2016 the scheduled meetings were suspended on 
administrative reasons.  We learnt that the meetings were suspended because membership verification of 
Non-executive unions of BSNL had been notified.  However informal meetings continued and we have settled 
some important issues too.  
 
14.0 DECLINING OF PROMOTION – PERIOD OF BAR FOR SUBSEQUENT PROMOTION: 
14.1 While issuing orders accepting foregoing of promotion to DE/AGM grade, BSNL CO had stipulated 
that the executives who had declined the promotion will not be promoted again for a period of one year 
w.e.f. the date of issuance of the order accepting the foregoing of promotion or next DPC whichever is later.  
Actually the executives had submitted letter declining the promotion much earlier to the said orders of BSNL 
Corporate Office, while the circles had communicated the details to corporate office much later.   
 
14.2 We wrote to the Management that “According to Department of Personnel & Administrative 
Reforms letter No.1/3/69-Estt(D) dated 22.11.1975 as amended by No.22034/3/81-Estt(D) dated 1.10.1981, 
“no fresh offer of appointment on promotion shall be made in such cases for a period of one year from the 
date of refusal of first promotion or till a next vacancy arises whichever is later.”  BSNL letters cited above 
have stipulated a condition contrary to the DoP&AR instructions” and requested issue of corrigendum to the 
said orders in consonance with the orders of DoP&AR so that the affected executives are not denied their 
promotion next time.  The matter has been resolved and now. 
 
15.0 PROMOTION TO SDE, DE AND DGM GRADES IN TELECOM WING AND AO & CAO GRADES IN 
FINANCE WING: 
15.1 Promotions to SDE, DE and DGM grades in Telecom wing and to AO and CAO grades in Finance wing 
have been got wrangled in numerous court cases mainly due to seniority related issues and thousands of 
JTOs, SDEs, and DEs, have retired and are retiring every month without getting their due promotion.  The 
Chandigarh court order on reservation in promotion is also holding up the promotion to CAO grade and now 
to SDE (T) grade and guidance of legal cell has not paid any fruitful results.  The Supreme court is yet to 
pronounce its orders on the recommendations of the Expert Committee appointed by it resulting in a 
situation that promotion to DE (T), DGM (T) and even DGM (T) on regular basis could not be processed.  The 
experience is that BSNL Management has not been able to effectively defend the court cases, resulting in 
prolonging of the cases for years together.  We have requested that BSNL management should sort out the 
issue at the earliest exploring all legal alternatives. 
 
16.0 REMOVAL OF DISCRIMINATION IN GRANT OF JAG SELECTION GRADE SCALE TO ABSORBED GROUP 
‘B’ EXECUTIVES TO ENSURE JUSTICE:  
16.1 As per the instructions issued by DOT vide its letter dated 26.08.2008, IDA Scale of Rs. 18500-450-
23900 (E-7)   has been approved for BSNL absorbed executives by the administrative department as 
replacement for the CDA Scale of Rs. 14300-400-18300 (JAG Selection Grade) with effect from 01.10.2000.    
Further as per para 3 of DPE OM dated 24.12.20129 (copy enclosed), a CPSU cannot have more than one 
pay scale in a grade (DGM & GM in E 8 pay scale) to promote its executives within the same grade. 
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16.2 However, in violation of the above instructions, BSNL has  two scales for  JAG Selection Grade  like E-
6 and E-7 without the approval of the administrative department i.e DOT though IDA Scale of Rs. 17500-400-
22300 (E-6)   stands superseded by IDA Scale of Rs. 18500-450-23900 (E-7) with effect from 01.10.2000 as 
per DOT letter dated 26.08.2008.    As per exiting rules in   CPSU, IDA Scale for below board level executives 
is adopted as per approval of the administrative department.  Further, BSNL Board had earlier decided   
against the operation of two IDA scales for a GM level post like IDA Scale of Rs. 23750-600-28550(E-9) and 
IDA  scale of 20500-500-26500(E-8).  
 
16.3  As per terms of absorption of Group B officers in BSNL, they have been allowed promotion up to JAG 
Selection Grade and accordingly, under para 1.0( I )  a   of BSNL OM  No. 400-61/2004-Pers.I/308 dated 
18.01.2007  following  is provided: 
 

“Time Bound IDA scale up gradation shall be provide to the Executives from the pay scale of Rs. 
9850-250-14600(IDA) up to IDA pay scale of JAG Selection Grade (Rs. 17500-400-22300).” 

 
16.4    Earlier, Group A absorbed executives were also in the IDA Scale of Rs. 17500-400-22300(E-6). However, 
when DOT allowed IDA scale of Rs. 18500-450-23900   w .e .f. 01.10.2000 in supersession of the IDA scale of 
Rs. 17500-400-22300(E-6), Executives (absorbed as Group A officers) were allowed IDA Scale of Rs. 18500-
450-23900 but this scale was not made available to the Executives (absorbed as Group B officers) in violation 
of the decision of the administrative department. We had, therefore, requested that this case may be 
got examined in terms of DOT letter dated 26.08.2008 and DPE OM dated 24.12.2012 and early decision may 
be taken to ensure justice to the absorbed executives in the matter. The matter was discussed with Director 
(HR) also in the monthly scheduled meeting on 8.9.2015.  Director (HR) directed Establishment section to 
examine the issue.  We followed up with GM (Estt) also.  
 
16.5 Establishment and Personnel section examined the issue and a reply was sent to AIBSNLOA vide letter 
No.BSNL/HQ/2014/2578 (B Category) dated 28.4.2016 that, “In this regard it is stated that JAG NFSG is 
applicable to those officers who have achieved DGM grade substantively.  This scale cannot be prescribed 
for officers who do not attain the DGM grade and get the benefit of higher scale only through Time Bound 
Financial Upgradation.”   
 
16.6 We hope that this issue will be resolved if BSNL Proposal to DoT on replacement of E1A and E2A with 
E2 and E3 scales and upgradation of E4 to E6 scales with E5 to E7 scales is finally settled.  We believe that it 
is entirely the responsibility of CMD BSNL to get his proposal approved by the DoT without any dilution of it 
by seeking re-examination of the issue.  We will devise our strategy accordingly. 
 
17.0 EXTENDING THE BENEFIT OF VARIOUS COURT DECISIONS TO SIMILARLY PLACED EXECUTIVES: 
17.1 We had sought the attention of CMD BSNL towards extending the benefit of various court decisions 
to similarly placed Executives on which a general decision is required to be taken so as to avoid a number of 
litigations by the affected Executives. Following the orders of Hon’ble Principal Bench of CAT, New Delhi in 
OA 1282/2010, allowing fixation of pay under FR 22 (1)(a)(i) for TTAs officiating as JTOs,  BSNL issued an order 
vide its letter No.3-8/2010-Estt.IV (Pt.) dated 28th August 2014 extending the benefit only to the members of 
BSNLOA (an applicant in the OA), while thousands of TTAs who are not members of BSNLOA were left in the 
lurch.  Later other associations filed separate cases and got similar orders and utilized this situation to enroll 
the affected TTAs as members.  We contended that extending the benefit only to the members of applicant 
associations, leaving out bulk of other affected Executives will only lead to large number of further litigations 
resulting in avoidable legal expenditure both to the individual as well as BSNL.  Another was Supreme Court 
rejecting SLP filed by BSNL against Kerala High Court decision on seniors getting less pay than their juniors 
who got TBP first and then got regular promotion.  We therefore requested the CMD to cause a decision to 
extend similar benefit to all similarly placed Executives to that of the applicants, in both the above said cases.   
But BSNL was not willing to agree to our demand.  In respect of TTAs officiating as JTOs, AIBSNLOA has filed 
a separate case and is pursuing it. 
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17.2 The Hon’ble Supreme Court India has also dismissed a SLP filed by BSNL in SLP (Civil) No.7716/2013 
against the judgment of Hon’ble High Court of Kerala confirming the orders of Hon’ble CAT, Ernakulam Bench 
directing BSNL to step up the pay of the applicants to the level of pay of their juniors with effect from the 
date of arising of the anomaly of seniors drawing less pay than their juniors. This is in respect of an anomaly 
wherein a large number of senior Executives are getting lower pay than their juniors due to getting of adhoc 
promotion in the next IDA pay scales before the date of their IDA pay scale upgradation under Executive 
Promotion Policy.  Dismissal of the said SLP by Hon’ble Supreme Court India has resulted in another 
association, which had impleaded in the case, seeking extension of the benefit to its members only.  Affected 
executives have also filed cases separately in various courts.  Now BSNL is reported to have again gone to 
Supreme Court stating that the issue cannot be decided since seniority of these Executives is under 
consideration of Supreme Court in another case.   
 
18.0      PAYMENT OF EX-GRATIA AMOUNT IN LIEU OF BONUS: 
18.1 BSNL employees were last paid bonus in the year 2009, after which bonus was being denied on a 
faulty profit linked formula.  From the days of DoT, bonus has been linked to productivity only.  However, 
since BSNL was continuously making loss, bonus was denied.  You had more than once stated that BSNL 
making loss was due to its inability to expand and because of taking into account the depreciation of assets.   
 
18.2 It is a known fact now there is a change in the trend and there is positive growth in not only CM and 
New Business but also in Landline.  A small positive gesture at this time by the Management will greatly 
improve the morale of the employees and result in further growth.  We have requested the CMD to consider 
this issue in a pragmatic manner and to cause payment of an ex-gratia amount in lieu of Bonus this year. 
 
19.0  RESTORATION OF LTC, LEAVE ENCASHMENT WHILE AVAILING LTC AND MEDICAL CLAIM WITHOUT 
VOUCHER FOR OUTDOOR TREATMENT: 
19.1 BSNL had withdrawn leave encashment while availing All India LTC/Home Town LTC for all categories 
of BSNL employees including absorbed / directly recruited /on deputation, deemed deputation, vide its letter 
No. 7-8/2010/EF/Part/1 dated 5.9.2011.  Through the same letter, it announced that All India LTC was frozen 
for two years for all BSNL employees and officers except those who were retiring during the period.  The 
facility of medical claim ‘without voucher’ for outdoor treatment was also withdrawn through the same 
letter.   
 
19.2 Although the freeze on All India LTC was announced for two years, the freeze continues even after 
five years, depriving BSNL employees of the facility of All India LTC.  But during the same period, officers on 
deputation/deployment in BSNL have been allowed the facility along with leave encashment, for which BSNL 
has been making payment in accordance with a clarification issued by DoPT.  This amounts to clear 
discrimination.  Two years back, BSNL CO called for details from circles with a view to examining the demand 
for restoration of medical facility for outdoor treatment in respect of retired employees.  Most of the circles 
have still not sent the required details. 
 
19.3 Now that BSNL revenue has increased and loss had come down, we have requested the Management 
thatin order to motivate the employees, the withdrawn facilities may be restored, which will definitely 
reflect in increased output by them and further increase in revenue. 

 
20.0 OUR SUBMISSION IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE OF 3RD PAY REVISION COMMITTEE: 
20.1 BSNL vide its letter dated 6th July 2016 sent us the Questionnaire of the Third Pay Revision Committee 
ans wanted us to send our response by 11th July 2016.  We duly submitted our response on 11th July itself to 
BSNL as well as the Chairman and members of the 3rd PRC.  We had mentioned in our website that our 
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response will be published later, to avoid others copying from our response and later claiming victory. We 
thought it opt to apprise the participants of this CWC first of our detailed submissions: 
1. Role of the Government& Uniform Wage Policies in CPSEs 

1.1 The 2nd PRC in the preface to its report stated that ‘Finally, we feel that time has come when 
we should no longer look at all these CPSEs spreading over a vast spectrum with a common 
approach.’ A decade has passed since then and in the present scenario what in your view should be 
the role of the Government with reference to wage policies in CPSEs. 
Ans:   The present system of PRC may continue. Even when the Government has prescribed 
mandatory guidelines with standard pay scales, strictly ruling against inter-mediary and non-
standard pay scales and has advised removal of any aberrations, BSNL is yet to give standard pay 
scales of E2 and E3 in place of the pre-revised E1 A and E2 A pay scales existing prior to 1.1.2007.  
In fact, it is continuing with lesser pay scales of E1 and E2 in the place of E1 A and E2 A.  Lower pay 
scale at the entry level grade of Executives where direct recruitment takes place remains as a road 
block for attracting talent.  BSNL is yet to implement the DPE’s mandatory instruction regarding 
fitment benefit with 50% merger of IDA scale amounting to 78.2% instead of 68.8% as ordered 
earlier w.e.f. 1.1.2007.  Though fixation was allowed w.e.f. 1.1.2007, no arrears have been paid for 
the period from 1.1.2007 to 9.6.2013, although DPE had not given any freedom to the CPSEs to 
modify the date of implementation.  As a consequence, BSNL pensioners who retired on or after 
1.1.2007 but before 10.6.2013 were first denied pay fixation benefit w.e.f 1.1.2007 with 78.2% IDA 
merger along with their other colleagues who retired after 9.6.2013. These executives were very 
much in service on 1.1.2007 and are therefore eligible to get pay fixation benefit with merger of 
78.2% IDA on actual basis and also their pension fixed based on their last pay. Now the Union 
Cabinet has approved pension revision for them notionally from 1.1.2007 but actually from 
10.6.2013, further denying the benefit of increase in commuted pension, DCRG and Leave 
encashment.  If the Government’s role for a common approach is done away with, the CPSEs are 
likely to act in an arbitrary manner detrimental to the entire process of uniform wages resulting in 
utter chaos and industrial unrest.  
1.2    Flowing from the above, should there be some uniformity of pay scales and perksamong CPSEs, 
or should these decisions be left to the best judgement of the respective administrative Ministries 
and the Boards of theirCPSEs? 
Ans:    The present system of prescribing standard pay scales should continue.   
1.3  As part of Government’s policy for granting greater autonomy to the Boards of the CPSEs 
under the Maharatna, NavRatna and Mini Ratnaschemes, should there be separate pay scales for 
‘Ratna’ CPSEs? 
Ans :    The present system of prescribing standard pay scales should continue.  ‘Ratna’ PSUs may 
however opt for higher scales for their executives within the prescribed standard pay scales. 
1.4 (a)  Is the present system of classifying the CPSEs on the basis of Schedule i.e. ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’,  and 
‘D’ is satisfactory? If not, please suggest alternative ways of classification of CPSEs with adequate 
justifications. 
Ans :  Yes. Classifying the CPSEs on the basis of Schedule i.e., A, B, C and D is alright but needs 
further improvement. The second PRC grouped CPSEs into 5 Categories namely A+, A, B, C and D, 
based on the Total Income, Size of Manpower and Geographical spread of their Operations for the 
purpose of deciding the ‘Fixed’ component of the package.  DPE has later issued revised guidelines 
vide its letter No.9 (17)/2011-GM dated 30.11.2011.  According to the revised guidelines,  
           as per Para 3 (ii) the proposal for categorisation should contain performance of the 
concerned CPSE for last five years on the following quantitative parameters 

 Investment 
 Capital employed 
 Net Sales 
 Profit before Tax 
 Number of employees and units 
 Capacity Addition 
 Revenue per employee 
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 Sales/Capital Employed 
 Capacity utilisation 
 Value added per employee 

As per Para 3 (iii), The proposal for categorisation should also contain details on the following 
qualitative factors related to the concerned CPSE. 

 National Importance 
 Complexities of problems being faced by the company 
 Level of technology 
 Prospects for expansion and diversification of actitivies 
 Competition from other sectors 

 
As per Para 3 (iv), Information on the following factors, wherever applicable, should also be 
included in the proposals for categorisation. 
 

 Share price 
 MOU ratings 
 Maharatna/Navratna/Miniratna Status 
 ISO certification 

 
As per Para 3 (v), In addition to the above factors, the critical/strategic importance of the 
concerned CPSEs will continue to be taken into account. 
 
The qualitative factors under Para (iii) assume more significance in respect of BSNL, as BSNL is 
discharging the social obligations of the Government of India by providing services in remote and 
rural areas inspite of incurring loss because of these services and its presence in the Telecom 
industry as a fully Government owned PSU, aiming at providing world class services at affordable 
tariff, has been accepted by every stake holder as a ‘moderating factor’ in controlling the tariff in 
favour of the customers.  But for the presence of BSNL in the arena, the private telecom operators 
would have raised the tariff to alarming proportions.  Despite the complexities of problems faced 
by BSNL, which was converted as a Government PSU from a Government Department, BSNL has 
been slowly but steadily evolving itself as a Model PSU, keeping itself in the race by updating to 
the ever changing technology, expanding and diversifying its activities amid stiff and cut throat 
competition from the Private Telecom companies.  The strategic importance of BSNL has to be 
given due consideration. 
 
While taking into account the quantitative factors mentioned in Para 3 (ii), due consideration 
should be given to the fact that in there is continuing and drastic reduction in man power due to 
introduction of new technology and attrition due to retirement, resignations, death etc.  The 
projected retirement in the next five years is 80755, which will amount to37% reduction from 
216925, the staff strength as on 30.9.2015. 
 
Year-wise retirements: [Staff Strength = 216925 as on 30.9.2015] 
 

Year No. of retirements 
2016 13406 
2017 14622 
2018 16784 
2019 18392 
2020 17551 

 
So while man power may be taken as a factor its weightage is to be reduced.  
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(b)  Once a system of classification is agreed, should uniformity of pay scales within each of the 
category be maintained? If not reasons there for and also suggest suitable alternatives. 
Ans:    Yes. Uniformity in pay scales within each of the category may be maintained. 
1.5 In the absence of some degree of uniformity, isn’t there a risk of migration of talent from 
financially weak CPSEs to financially better off CPSEs thereby further jeopardising future of the weak 
CPSEs. Will it also not lead to unhealthy competition amongst CPSEs to attract/retain the talent, 
which in the long run may act to the detriment of the public sector? 
Ans :   If the uniformity in pay scales with in each category is maintained then such unhealthy 
competition may not arise to a large extent.   
1.6 Would you suggest any changes in the existing relationship between pay packages of 
workmen and executives/supervisors immediately above level of workmen 
Ans:  At present in BSNL the pay scale of NE 11 is 16370-30630 and the pay scale of  E1 given to 
entry level executive is 16400-40500. There is practically no increase in the pay at minimum level. 
Though one may think that the entry level executive at E 1 enters at a relatively very young age, as 
far as the promottee from the non-executive cadres to executive cadres he has very low benefit in 
getting the promotion from a non-executive cadre to executive cadre and he can nearly reach the 
pay even while continuing in non-executive cadre. This kills the enthusiasm and initiative in non-
executive cadres in updating themselves to latest technologies and give a better performance. As 
such the pay of E 1 scale at the minimum should be at least 10 % above the pay of NE 11 scale at 
the minimum of the pay scale. 

2. Emoluments structure including pay, allowances and other facilities/benefits 
2.1 Over the years, the Central Pay Commissions especially the 6thCPC advocated reduction in 
the number of pay scales. In the 7th CPC recommendations, however, there were no further 
reductions. Do you feel whether the existing number of pay scales in the CPSEs should be retained 
or modified? Please give your suggestions. 
Ans:    At executives below board level there are just 12 scales E 1 to E 9, E 9 A , Director and CMD. 
These may be retained.  
2.2 What should be the minimum and the maximum pay in CPSEs? What should be the 
reasonable ratio between them? 
Ans:   The minimum pay in BSNL at the minimum of  NE 1 scale is 7760/- in the scale of 7760-13320 
and the pay of CMD in BSNL is 80000/- in the scale of 80000-125000.While the pay scales arerevised 
w.e.f. 01-01-2017 the minimum pay may be 23000/-. At the pay at the highest pay scale of CMD 
may be 2,35,000/-  This will nearly maintain the present relativity between the minimum and 
maximum of the pay at approx..10.22. The reasonable ratio should be between 10 to 10.5.  
2.3 What in your opinion is the desirable ratio of pay scale between top level and entry level? 
Ans:     The desirable ratio between top level and entry level of executives should be 4.5. 
2.4 What is the expected ratio of manpower cost to cost of production/sales turnover in your 
industry? 
Ans:   As explained under Para 1.4, the ratio of manpower cost to cost of production/sales turnover 
in BSNL will continuously come down. 
2.5 What should be the method of fixing pay in the revised pay scales? Should there be a point-
to-point fixation? If not, please suggest an alternate method with illustration by which it can be 
ensured that persons with longer service are suitably protected. 
Ans:    Point to point fixation should be there while fixing the pay in revised pay scale. If such a 
fixation is not recommended, then when any bunching occurs for two or more adjacent stages 
while fixing in the revised scale a bunching increment is to be given so that it is ensured that no 
two employees of the same pay scale drawing different pay in the pre revised pay scale get the 
same revised pay in the revised scale. 
2.6 What should be the pattern of pay scales of Board level executives?  
Ans:     No comments 
3.1 Should the rate of increment be fixed as absolute value or based on percentage  
Ans:    The rates of increment at present is based on percentage. This may continue. 
3.2 What should be the rates of increments in respect of different scales of pay? 
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Ans:     The rate of increment may be 4 % in respect of all the pay scales for executives. 
3.3 Should the present system of granting one stagnation increment after every 2 years, subject 
to a maximum of 3 such increments, for those executives who reached the maximum of their scale 
be continued? Please give your views. 
Ans:     The stagnation increment should be given each year for 3 years instead of once in 2 years 
subject to a maximum of 3 increments for the executives who reached the maximum of the scale.  
3.4 Should the date of increment be uniform for the employees of CPSEs as in the case of Central 
Government employees? 
Ans:     Yes. The increments may be uniform for all the employees of CPSEs on January 1st and July 
1st as in the case of Central Government Employees. 
3.5 What should be the increment on promotion? 
Ans:     On promotion to next higher scale, the pay an executive is currently drawing should be 
stepped up by two notional increments and fixed in the promoted pay scale.Till 2006, the pay scales 
had stages with flat amount of increment and at the time of pay fixation on promotion, fixation 
benefit of one notional increment in the pre-revised pay plus an amount upto and equivalent to 
one increment in the new scale was available.  After rate of increment became a percentage of 
basic pay, the benefit of pay fixation on promotion has been restricted to only one notional 
increment in the pre-revised scale, rounded off to the next 10 rupees. Therefore, pay on promotion 
should be two notional increments in the pre-revised scale rounded off to the next 10 rupees. 

4. Composition of the Emoluments package  
4.1 Is it preferable that the compensation package includes pay plus allowances and perks or 
club them into a consolidated remuneration? 
Ans:  The present system of pay, allowances and perks shown separately in compensation package 
may continue. 
4.2 Is the present system of ‘Cafeteria Approach’ of choosing from a set of perks and allowances 
within the overall ceiling of 50% of Basic Pay satisfactory? If not, kindly give your suggestions for 
further improvement? 
Ans:   The present system is satisfactory. May continue. 
4.3 Do you have any comments/suggestions with reference to the following: 

 Classification of Cities and rates of HRA for different class of cities 
 DA neutralisation for those who are on IDA pattern of scales 
 Company leased accommodation 
 Monetisation of facilities availed from the infrastructure like schools, colleges, hospitals, 
clubs/recreation facilities etc. created by CPSE 
 Allowances to be kept outside the ceiling of 50% or whatever rate to be decided 
 Hardship allowance and criteria for defining hardship 

Ans:    Classification of Cities and rates of HRA for different cities may continue as at present. There 
should be 100% neutralisation of DA for all the employees in the IDA pattern. Granting of IDA DA 
once in three months as at present may continue. 

5. Variable Pay / Performance Related Pay 
5.1 Should there be fixed salary and a variable component which is related to the performance 
of the individual. If so what should be the amount/proportion? 
5.2 What in your opinion should be the basis/criteria for granting performance related pay? 
5.3 Whether performance related payment be allowed on the basis of distributable profit of the 
Enterprise? Section 8 companies under the Companies Act, 2013 by definition are not for profit 
companies and if the PRP is linked to distributable profit, their employees are denied performance 
incentives. How to reward the performance in Section 8 companies? 
5.4 How do you rate the present system of PRP in vogue? Give your comments / suggestions in 
respect of each of the following: 

 Rates i.e. % of Basic Pay payable as PRP at different grades in different Schedules of CPSEs 
 Weightage for different MoU ratings 
 Proportion and ceiling of PRP to be given out of current PBT and incremental PBT of a CPSE 
 Performance Management System (PMS) 
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5.5 What are your views on Bell Curve approach being followed currently under the PMS? Give 
your suggestions for improving the PMS 
5.6 Any suggestions to incentivise performance and to have a more equitable system 
Ans:    PRP can be implemented effectively only when the performance appraisal mechanism is 
foolproof and objective in nature.  Measurement of individual performance even after introduction 
of GPMS and IPMS continues to be ineffective because of subjective evaluation by the concerned 
authorities.  PRP can be implemented only after the performance appraisal mechanism gets fine-
tuned in due course and becomes a foolproof method. 

6. Recruitment, Promotion, Attrition 
6.1 What is the number of executives leaving in each category during the last 5 years and its 
percentage to the total strength in the concerned category? Is it comparable with other CPSEs and 
Private companies operating in the same sector? What could be the main reasons for their leaving 
your CPSE? 
Ans:    No data available with the association 
6.2 What is the system of recruitment of management trainees or equivalent levels in your 
organization? 
Ans:    Not yet come to shape 
6.3 Are you recruiting management trainees through campus recruitments. If so, please indicate 
the names of institutions from which such campus recruitments have been made and criteria for 
identifying the institution. 
Ans:    No 
6.4 What is the current promotion policy in your CPSE and there any changes in the offing? 
Ans:     A time bound financial upgradation policy with attendant conditions without change in 
status, designation and powers and a post based promotion policy in the name ‘BSNL Executive 
Promotion Policy’. BSNL Management Services Recruitment Rules for promotion to STS grade and 
above.   There is a proposal for minor changes in the name of ‘CPSE cadre hierarchy’. 
6.5 Does your CPSE have a ‘Succession Planning’ in place? If so, please mention important points. 

Ans:    No comments. 
7. Relativity with Government/Private sector/Multinational Corporations 

7.1 Should the new compensation packages in CPSEs w.e.f. 01.01.2017 onwards be based on the 
packages as they now exist, with some percentage increase, or would you suggest any other method? 
Ans:   The compensation packages in CPSEs w.e.f. 01-01-2017 onwards be based on the packages 
as they now exist with a percentage increase of 35 % over pay plus IDA DA as on 01-01-2017. 
7.2 Should CPSE pay scales and allowances have any linkage to the pay scales and allowances in 
the Government? If so, what are your suggestions? 
Ans:   The pay scales in CPSEs should be higher than in Govt. for equivalent cadres. 
7.3 How do the current compensation package in CPSEs compare with their competitors in 
private sector or multinationals? 
Ans:   As far as the executives scales are concerned the present compensation package in CPSEs are 
lower compared to their competitors in private sector or multinationals. 
7.4 Taking into account the advantages other than pay, derived by employees in CPSEs vis-à-vis 
the private sector like security of tenure, promotional avenues, retirement packages, housing and 
other invisibles, can there be any fair comparison between the salaries of public and private Sector? 
Ans:  There cannot be a comparison in strict terms. However there should be a reasonable and fair 
comparison to attract and retain the talent in CPSEs. 
7.5 If parity of emoluments for CPSEs with that of private sector is recommended, what changes 
in CPSEs in terms of performance targets, evaluation, accountability and other conditions of service 
etc., shall be insisted? 
Ans:   Full parity of emoluments for CPSEs what that of private sector is not possible due to the 
system of fixing individual accountability in CPSEs. However a modified parity may be given to 
attract and retain the talented.    

8. Issue of resource constraint and Pay revision in Sick/BIFR referred CPSEs   
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8.1 Given the problem of resource constraints and the existing ‘Affordability’ clause in adopting 
revised pay packages, is there a way of bringing improvements in emoluments so as to attract and 
retain talent in CPSEs?  
Ans:   The Sick/BIFR CPSEs should be evaluated for the causes for their sickness. The administrative 
ministry should take up the measures necessary to bring those CPSEs to normal level. In particular, 
DoT, the administrative Ministry for BSNL should keep the commitments made by the Government 
of India at the time of formation of BSNL that “Government will consider and provide a package of 
measures so that the viability of BSNL is not impaired because of implementation of any socially 
desirable uneconomic activity, such as rural telephony, undertaken by BSNL at the behest of 
Government.”The affordability clause in adopting revised pay packages should not be there for 
PSUs which implements socially desirable uneconomic activity undertaken by it at the behest of 
Government, since it will drive away the talent.  Instead the 3rd PRC should recommend 
introduction of ‘Necessity’ clause on the basis of strategic national importance. 
8.2 In case of non-affordability, can the enhanced package be deferred and linked to the future 
performance of the CPSEs? How can the employees be rewarded without a direct or immediate 
burden on the organization? Schemes like stock option provide an appreciation in the value of the 
holdings of the employees through the capital market mechanism – what other schemes of this 
nature can be suggested? 
Ans:   The enhanced package should not be deferred. Any deferment of pay revision would further 
demotivate an employee causing the industry further go sick and thus would form a vicious circle. 
8.3 What should be the pay revision policy for sick / incipient sick / weak CPSEs? 
Ans:   A slightly lesser fitment benefit say 5 % less than that given to a profitable CPSE may be 
considered.   

9. Long term Incentives and Superannuation benefits 
9.1 Based on the earlier PRC, it was prescribed that 10-25 % of the PRP shall be given as ESOP. 
Has your company implemented this? Please give details and suggestions for improvement. 
Ans:     PRP can be implemented only after the performance appraisal mechanism gets fine-tuned 
in due course and becomes a foolproof method. 
9.2 Can the ESOP be an option for deferred implementation / payment of revised package? 
Ans:     No. 
9.3 Do you think that any change is required in the existing policy of granting 30% Basic Pay plus 
DA as superannuation benefits? If so give detailed comments/suggestions. 
Ans:  No. No change is required in the existing policy of granting 30 % of basic pay plus DA as 
superannuation benefit.  
9.4 What should be the gratuity ceiling? 
Ans :   The gratuity ceiling may be the same as in Central Govt. i.e., 20 lakhs with an increase in the 
ceiling by 25% whenever DA increases by 50%. 
9.5 What should be the policy regarding leave encashment at the time of retirement on 
superannuation? 
Ans:    The present system may continue. 

10. Voluntary Retirement Scheme   
10.1 In addition to the VRS, would you like to suggest any other ways to rationalise manpower? 
Ans:   As explained under 1.4, the employee strength will fall by 37% by the year 2010 purely 
because of retirements alone.  There will be no need to rationalise manpower.  The existing 
employees should be given refresher training for upgrading their skill.  
10.2 Whether VRS scheme issued by DPE and amended from time to time should continue or VRS 
package should be modified? If yes, indicate the suggestions? 
Ans:     Due to fast dwindling manpower in BSNL there is no necessity for VRS now. However, VRS 
scheme issued by DPE and amended from time to time may continue.  
11. Specific proposals   
11.1 How the functioning of CPSEs can be improved so as to make them more professional, 
citizen-friendly and delivery oriented? 
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Ans:  Sales & Marketing and Customer care are two areas where improvement is required.  
Expertise available within BSNL from among qualified and young executives are to be groomed and 
utilized in these areas. 

11.2 Please outline specific proposals, which could result in: 
(a) Reduction and redeployment of staff 
(b) Reduction of paper work 
(c) Better work environment 
(d) Economy in expenditure 
(e) Professionalization of services 
(f) Effective grievance redressal mechanism 
(g) Reduction in litigation and grievances on service matters 
(h) Better delivery of services/product by CPSEs to their users 
(i) Any other suggestions 

Ans:(a) No reduction in staff is required but redeployment is still possible. 
           (b) Paper work has been mostly reduced but still there is scope for further reduction. 
            (c) Work environment in BSNL is satisfactory 

(d) (i) Electricity & fuel charges have been the second major item of expenditure.  In most of  
the circles, BSNL is paying electricity consumption charges under commercial tariff, although 
BSNL has been declared as an Industry.  Payment of electricity consumption charges under 
Industrial tariff will save crores of rupees for BSNL.  This Association has been continuously 
pursuing the issue with BSNL for taking up with State Electricity Boards concerned, without 
success.   
            (ii) BSNL is paying service tax on the basis of telephone bills raised by it.  Actual collection 
is always lesser than the amount raised in the bills because of defaulting customers.  BSNL 
should be allowed to pay service tax on the basis of amount collected rather than bill raised. 
      (e) & (h) There is greater scope for improvement in Sales & Marketing and Customer care 
      (f) & (g)  The available grievance mechanism is not effective resulting in numerous litigations, 
mostly on promotion issues.  Effective grievance redressal mechanism with prompt reply to the 
representations will largely result in reduction in litigation. 
      (i) Even after 16 years of formation of BSNL, the BSNL Board lacks autonomy in decision 
making and is required to look up to DoT for even minor issues.  BSNL should be given full 
autonomy in decision making to enable it to compete with the private telecom operators.  DoT 
has repeatedly committed in its MoU with BSNL that it would ensure  
i. Re-imbursement of deficit on account of commercially non-viable services:a. Rural Wireline 
ii. Refund of upfront BWA spectrum License fee. 
iii. Center/State governments and PSUs should give priority to BSNL for their telecom service 
requirement. 
iv. Pension Contribution is collected on the actual pay drawn in IDA instead of on maximum of 
the scalewhich is contrary to the procedure followed in respect of CDA scales. 
v. Funding Support for VRS 
vi. No levy of charges towards additional spectrum, as recommended by TRAI. 
DoT should implement these commitments in letter and spirit and to the full extent. 

11.3    The concepts of contractual appointment, part-time work, flexible job description, flexi time 
etc. are expected to change the environment, provide more jobs and impart flexibility to the working 
conditions of employees? Share your experiences. 

Ans:       No Comments 
 
21.0 PROMOTION FROM DGM (T) ON REGULAR BASIS: 
21.1 On 26.2.2016, we drew the attention of Sr. GM (Pers) that there has been no promotion to DGM (T) 
on adhoc basis after the year 2012.  Out of the 172 executives promoted to DGM (T) grade on adhoc basis in 
February 2012, only 27 were promoted as DGM (T) on regular basis in November 2014. Nearly 50% of the 
172 DGMs (T) have since retired. All the remaining, around 90 DGMs, have completed more than three years 
of service in the grade.  Sufficient number of vacancies are also available to promote these remaining DGMs 
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(T) on regular basis. We requested him to cause initiation of the process for promoting these DGMs (T) 
working on adhoc basis as DGMs (T) on regular basis. We had some discussion with him also following our 
letter and he agreed to consider the issue positively.  Later we again took up the issue on 14.7.2016.  We 
were informed that DGM Regular promotion could not be given till the seniority issue if finally decided by 
Hon’ble Supreme Court of India. 
 
22.0 REQUEST FOR ROLLBACK OF BUDGET PROPOSAL TO TAX 60% OF EPF CORPUS AT TIME OF 
WITHDRAWAL: 
22.1 Immediately after a proposal was made in the Union Budget for 2016-2017 to tax 60% of Employees 
Provident Fund corpus at the time of withdrawal, which will affect adversely millions of salaried employees, 
we wrote to Prime Minister of India seeking his intervention and complete rollback of the proposal to tax 
60% of EPF corpus at the time of withdrawal.  Responding positively to similar requests from number of 
organisations and political parties, the Government has fully rolled back the proposal. 
 
23.0 LICE FOR PROMOTION TO JTO GRADE – CONDONING SHORTFALL IN QUALIFYING SERVICE 
PERIOD: 
23.1 In the year 2008, around 320 TTAs were recruited in Tamilnadu and were sent for training in different 
batches starting from 02.06.2008 to 01.09.2008. 180 TTAs had their training commenced in June 2008 and 
the remaining 140 TTAs were given training after June 2008.  As a result, the latter 140 TTAs do not have the 
prescribed qualifying service for appearing in the said LICE. Our Tamilnadu Circle association had requested 
the circle administration that the shortfall in the prescribed service period including the training period 
(Cutoff date July 1) be condoned and all the TTAs recruited in 2008 be permitted to appear for the LICE. 
Although the Tamilnadu circle administration agreed to consider positively the representations received from 
the candidates in this regard, problem has arisen while registering online for the examination, since the 
software does not accept registration of the 140 TTAs who do not have the prescribed qualifying service.  We 
represented to GM (Estt) on 30.3.2016 requesting her to intervene and cause action as required so that these 
TTAs of the same recruitment year are not deprived of their chance to appear in the examination merely 
because they were sent for training at a later date.  Our plea was accepted and orders were issued within a 
week allowing these TTAs to appear in the LICE.  
 
24.0 REVISION OF TRANSPORT ALLOWANCE: 
24.1 Transport Allowance payable to BSNL Executives was last revised on 23.8.2006.  During the past ten 
years petrol price have been revised a hundred times with the present price almost 50% more than the price 
in the year 2006.  Fares for travel using public transports in the country have also seen upward revision many 
number of times.    Needless to say that sub-urban train fares in cities have also been revised manifold.  
Owning and maintaining private vehicles, even two wheelers, have also become dearly.  We have written to 
CMD requesting him to cause evaluation of the escalating costs of transportation and revision of Transport 
Allowance to the BSNL Executives at the earliest. 
 
25.0     PLIGHT OF CANDIDATES WHO APPEARED FOR JAO LICE IN 2012 AGAINST 40% QUOTA – CASE OF 
CANDIDATES FROM  KERALA CIRCLE: 
25.1 Some candidates from Kerala circle approached us with a genuine grievance. They had appeared for 
JAO LICE conducted in the year 2012 against 40% quota, and had sought legal remedy due to non-publishing 
of the results by Kerala Circle for 61 vacancies and were later declared successful and then sent for Phase I 
training through interim orders of Hon’ble CAT, Ernakulam were yet to be appointed as JAO. 
 
25.2 The reasons for not announcing the result of 61 vacancies, was attributed to a SLP pending before 
the Hon'ble Supreme Court. The said litigation was in fact filed by candidates who wrote the JAO Part-II 
Internal Competitive Examination held in 2010 and failed in Paper-V and had filed OA No.348/2010 and OA 
No. 603/2010 claiming revaluation. The above OAs were disposed of directing the respondents to take out a 
few sample papers and examine if answers based on Works Manual has been properly evaluated and if it is 
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not so to evaluate the papers of all those who failed in Paper-V. The order of CAT was confirmed by the High 
Court.  BSNL filed SLP Nos. 27298, 27299 and 27300 of 2012, which was admitted and the operation of the 
impugned judgment are said to be stayed. 

 
25.3 The Hon’ble CAT Ernakulam had on 24.3.2016 directed to appoint the 34 applicants of JAO 2012 
examination as JAOs subject to the outcome of SLP Nos.14956/2012, 15365/2012, 16345/2012 & 
15743/2012 pending before the Apex Court and subject to the conditions notified in the examination but the 
applicant will submit before the respondents (competent among them) undertaking that if the Hon'ble 
Supreme Court in the pending SLPs decides against the interest of the applicants and as a consequent of the 
same if any amount becomes refundable, the applicants will refund the same to the respondents. It was 
learnt that CGMT Kerala Circle had written to BSNL Corporate Office seeking guidance on the issue.  We wrote 
to CMD and also had discussion with GM (Rectt) with a request that the whole issue be considered on the 
grounds that these candidates will be subjected to irreparable loss in case the Hon'ble Supreme Court 
decision favours appointment of these candidates, at a later date.  On the other hand, the CAT order has 
provided a safeguard, by directing the applicants to submit an undertaking that  if the Hon'ble Supreme Court 
in the pending SLPs decides against the interest of the applicants and as a consequent of the same if any 
amount becomes refundable, the applicants will refund the same to BSNL. 
Our request was considered favourably and orders were issued on 8.6.2016 approving their appointment 
after obtaining an undertaking.  

26.0 PROMOTION TO DGM (T) ON ADHOC BASIS – PURELY BASED ON SENIORITY AS PER THE 
PRONOUNCEMENTS OF HON’BLE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA IN C.A.4389/2010: 
26.1 Vide our letter dated 29th March 2016,  we had requested to promote STS (Telecom) to DGM (T) 
grade purely based on the restored seniority as per Supreme Court directions, without insisting for three 
years’ service in STS grade.  Our request arose from the fact that many senior STS (T) grade executives who 
are seniors as per the pronouncements of Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in C.A.4389/2010, did not have 
the requisite qualifying service in STS grade, since when promotions were earlier given to STS grade a 
different seniority was followed and these executives were considered juniors then and were promoted / 
joined later. 
 
26.2 We again took up the issue calling attention to a DoP&T order No.14017/12/88- Estt.(RR) dated 
25.3.1996 which stipulates that, “Where juniors who have completed their qualifying/eligibility service are 
being considered for promotion, their seniors also be considered provided they are not short of the required 
qualifying/eligibility service by more than half of such qualifying/eligibility service or two years whichever is 
less, and have successfully completed their probation period for promotion to the next higher grade along 
with their juniors who have already completed such qualifying/eligibility service.”  We have discussed the 
matter with Sr. GM (Pers) also who had agreed to consider our request.  But now the issue has been kept 
pending till resolving of seniority by Supreme Court. 
 
27.0 PROMOTION TO DGM (T) ON ADHOC BASIS – CONSIDERATION OF THOSE WHO WERE SENIORS 
PRIOR TO THE PRONOUNCEMENTS OF HON’BLE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA IN C.A.4389/2010: 
27.1 We have written to CMD drawing his attention towards a situation wherein the SDEs (T) who were 
seniors prior to the pronouncements of Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in C.A.4389/2010 and had been 
promoted to STS in the year 2010 itself, have suddenly become juniors.  Most of them were discharging the 
duties of DGM (T) on ‘look after arrangement’ based on the pre-revised seniority. 
 
27.2 After pronouncements of Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in C.A.4389/2010, the seniority lists have 
been revised (Provisionally) and as a consequence they have become junior and may not be under 
consideration for promotion to DGM (T) on adhoc basis for the remaining number of vacancies which are yet 
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to be filled up.  Once these vacancies are filled up they will also loose the opportunity to ‘look-after’ the 
duties of DGM (T). This will lead to an embarrassing situation where they will have to work as STS under those 
who were previously their juniors and worked under them.  This will adversely affect the morale of these 
executives.   
 
27.3 In the past, there have been several instances when the seniority of the executives was revised 
making them juniors, their promotion was protected by creating additional posts in that cadre.  Hence, we 
have requested that their claim for promotion to DGM (T) on adhoc basis may be considered with empathy 
in view of following: 
(i) Seniority list revised by the BSNL after pronouncements of order by Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in 
C.A.4389/2010 is provisional and yet to be accepted by the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India and promotion 
order of senior (As per RR of 1966) may be issued subject to outcome of the case.  
(ii) All these senior executives fulfilled all the conditions of promotion as per the RR of DGMs.  
(ii) All these senior executives are left with only one to two years of service.   
In view of above, we have requested that, as a one-time measure and subject to outcome of court case, 
these senior executives may be considered for promotion for the post of DGM. 
 
28.0 PERMANENT TRANSFER TO ASSISTANT MANAGER (CSS CADRE) TO FIELD UNITS: 
28.1 We have drawn attention of BSNL Management to an odd issue of transfer of Assistant Managers 
and other executives belonging to CSS cadre since the days of DoT.  During those days of DoT CSS cadre 
employees were working in Civil/Electrical/Architect wings in the field units.  They were supposed to be under 
deputation to these units and DoT was managing their transfer, promotions and postings.After their 
absorption in BSNL, they are sent on temporary transfer to these field units on their request and their 
transfer, promotions and postings are controlled by BSNL Corporate Office.  Being on temporary transfer and 
getting it renewed now and then is causing a lot of mental pain to these Executives. Now, BSNL CO is initiating 
action to recall all those who are under temporary transfer to field units in various circles.We have requested 
that the agony of these executives may be brought to an end by giving them permanent transfer to the circles 
on their request and continuing to keep control on transfer, promotion and postings at BSNL Corporate 
Office.  It has been agreed that the issue will be examined. 
 
29.0 GRANTING STATUS AND POWERS OF SDE TO ALL THE EXECUTIVES WHO ARE ALREADY IN E2 SCALE 
AND ABOVE BUT NOT YET PROMOTED AS SDE: 
29.1 We have drawn the attention of CMD towards the unprecedented plight of JTOs (T) in BSNL who 
have been waiting for their first functional promotion to SDE (T) grade even after putting up 20 years of 
service as JTO.  Thousands have retired without getting even a single promotion in executive grade.  Hundreds 
are retiring every month.  This situation, mainly attributed to court cases, has been the major cause of 
frustration and agitation among the JTOs.  The company, as it seems, is not serious in bringing the court cases 
to an end, since it has been able to put the responsibility on the JTOs and extract the work of SDE from them 
without hindrance of work in the name of Looking After promotion.  Even transfers are being forced on them 
in the name of Looking After promotion, justifying the transfer on the ground that they are already drawing 
the SDE scale and hence cannot deny LA promotion.  Till the time of finalization and implementation of CPSU 
cadre hierarchy we have suggested that all the JTOs who are in the pay scales of E2 and above may be re-
designated as SDE, granting them the status and all the powers of SDE immediately so as to alleviate the 
agony of the JTOs.  This first step will go a long way in raising the morale of the executives, which is the need 
of the hour.  This matter has been discussed with all the concerned officers including Director (HR) and has 
been accepted in principle and has been the basis of the latest proposals by BSNL for CPSU Cadre hierarchy. 
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30.0 LOOK AFTER ARRANGEMENT BY EXECUTIVES AVAILING HIGHER PAY SCALES – REQUEST FOR ALL 
FACILITIES: 
BSNL withdrew the system/practice of Local officiating arrangement or Local officiating promotion vide its 
letter 22.3.2013. The same day BSNL introduced ‘Look After arrangement’ by executives availing higher scales 
of pay.  This arrangement ‘enjoined upon the executives to shoulder the responsibilities matching their pay 
scales under EPP in the interest of service.’  The Executives manning higher posts in this manner were given 
functional powers (administrative and financial) attached with the post.  Although this was said to be a stop-
gap arrangement, it continues for years, because of delay in promotion for various reasons. While these 
executives are shouldering the responsibilities of the higher post with administrative and financial powers, 
they are being denied the facilities attached to the higher post like higher rate for mobile handsets, briefcase, 
eligibility for department vehicle etc.  This results in discrimination between regularly promoted executives 
and those doing the same work on ‘Look After arrangement’ and is a cause for resentment. We therefore 
requested that a clarification may be issued that all the facilities available to the regular incumbents will be 
available to those shouldering the higher responsibilities on ‘Look After arrangement’, both in BSNL 
Corporate Office as well as in the field units. 
 
31.0  BSNL TURNING AROUND: 
31.1 Ever since BSNL was formed in the year 2000, there has been always doubts raised about survival of 
BSNL from one corner or the other.  But AIBSNLOA has always believed and vouched that losses are 
temporary and BSNL will survive the stiff competition and will grow as the most successful PSU.  Throughout 
the last eight years, AIBSNLOA has been highlighting and suggesting ways and means for improving our 
revenue and bringing down loss, like payment of EB charges under Industrial tariff instead of commercial 
tariff, payment of service tax as per actual receipt instead of billed amount, DoT fulfilling its commitment 
made in the MoU with BSNL, pointing out measures for improving services etc.  We even used our website 
to display BSNL Advertisements on Plans and Offers.  We even introduced a suggestion box, collected the 
suggestions and periodically handed over to Management for necessary action.   
 
31.2 After taking over charge by the present CMD, there have been concerted efforts to improve the 
revenue of BSNL, through innovative ideas like Night Free Calling from Landlines, All India Free incoming 
roaming in mobile, competitive tariffs, now all Sunday Free calling, introduction of cheap data plans etc. 
Expansion of mobile network also boosted availability of products.  Availability of materials like cable, drop 
wire, battery, power plant has also vastly improved.  Employees have also been motivated for holding Melas 
and sale of SIM has reached new heights.  It is heartening to note that revenue has reached  32918 crores 
after six years compared to 28648 crores last year.  Loss has come down from 8234 crores last year to 3880 
crores this year.  BSNL has also become the fifth largest mobile operator, gaining lost ground during June 
2016.   
 
31.3 But we cannot become complacent and start celebrating, as the stated operating profit of 3854 
crores is mostly because of 1900 crores interest payment by Income Tax department on refunds to be made 
to BSNL and another huge amount due to utilizing of Security Deposits which remained untouched till now .  
The claim by the Government that BSNL had made operating profit of 672 crores the previous year after a 
lapse of many years is also misleading since BSNL has always been in operating profit except during the year 
2013-14.  And we cannot rest on our oars boasting about operational profit.  The present trend of increased 
sales, increasing landline and broadband customers and offering ‘real’ service with a smile are to continue so 
as to ensure early turnaround of BSNL.   
 
32.0 PUBLISHING OF EXECUTIVE DIARY: 
32.1 We have been publishing quality Executive Diaries for the past two years, after a gap of four years, 
which have been appreciated by all, including CMD for its appearance and contents.  
Com.R.R.Balasubramanian has been single-handedly managing compiling, printing, packing and dispatching 
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the diaries, making advance payment also, spending lot of time and energy. But there is undue delay in 
payment by the consignees.  It is regrettable that still we have not received payment from many consignees 
for this year and a few for last year too.  CHQ does not aim making profit out of diary and our price is the 
lowest. But CHQ cannot afford to burn its fingers by publishing diary.  This meeting may discuss the matter 
and decide whether to publish diary for the next year. 
 
33.0 CONCLUSION: 
33.1 During the past eight years of our existence, we have faced lots of ups and downs but have never 
deviated from our goal and have never surrendered to pressures from any corner.  People who joined us with 
selfish motives have left us after getting their job done. People come to us when their earlier associations 
refuse even to listen to their grievances. We have settled most difficult cases when we felt that injustice has 
been done to the concerned executives, even though the affected Executives were not our members. A few 
executives have taken our good will for granted and have gone back after the problems were settled.  On the 
other hand, we have a treasure of committed membership, who have not gained anything from the 
association, but have remained steadfast with us even in trying circumstances.  We can assert with pride 
that all our members are honest, dedicated and workaholics, maybe there are a few exceptions.  We feel 
proud that we have built such a strong team everywhere which continue to fight for our goal – protecting 
the interests of BSNL and its Executives – in spite of all onslaughts by unscrupulous elements in day to day 
work.  They are not cowed down by threats and sufferings.  They convert challenges into opportunities.  They 
see light in darkness.  They believe in perseverance.  They are marching ahead slowly but steadily towards 
success.  We have provided the nucleus which will attract all likeminded and honest Executives and sooner 
or later a large lustrous gem will crystallize.   
Let me conclude with a Poem by Edgar A.Guest: 
 

“When things go wrong as they sometimes will, 
When the road you’re trudging seems all up hill, 
When the funds are low and the debts are high 
And you want to smile, but you have to sigh, 

When care is pressing you down a bit, 
Rest if you must, but don’t you quit. 
Life is queer with its twists and turns, 
As every one of us sometimes learns, 

And many a failure turns about 
When he might have won had he stuck it out; 
Don’t give up though the pace seems slow– 

You may succeed with another blow, 
Success is failure turned inside out– 
The silver tint of the clouds of doubt, 

And you never can tell how close you are, 
It may be near when it seems so far; 

So stick to the fight when you’re hardest hit– 
It’s when things seem worst that you must not quit.” 

 
Thank You! 

 
Rakesh Sethi 

       General Secretary 


